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ABSTRACT
Dispersion in sewers affects the concentration of pollutants within urbandrainage systems and the quest to understand it has led to extensive studies ofthe hydraulics within circular manholes. Since there are both circular andsquare manholes within the urban drainage system, it is important tounderstand the hydraulics within a square manhole, its similarities and/ordifferences. This research is aimed at describing the transportation and mixingof soluble pollutants through urban drainage systems and the effects ofstructures such as manholes. It also seeks to study the relationship betweenheadloss and dispersion coefficient in a full flowing pipe. Laboratory solutetransport studies were carried out on a straight pipe with two diameter sizes(35 mm and 25 mm) of orifice plate inserted. Two square manhole sizes (388mm x 388 mm and 150 mm x 150 mm) with a straight through flow was alsostudied at surcharge and overflow conditions. A relationship between the totalheadloss along the length of the pipe and the dispersion coefficient wasestablished. With the introduction of a new parameter, a relationship was alsoestablished between the headloss due to the orifice and the dispersioncoefficient when an orifice plate is inserted along the line of flow. It wasobserved for the large manhole size that at low surcharge depths there wasmore mixing occurring while at high surcharge depths the dye travels in astraight jet with some tracer trapped at the upper manhole volume. There existsa transition zone between the low and high surcharge depths which is notevident in the small size manhole. These observations mirror the phenomena
xx
that have already been observed in circular manholes. Manhole overflowstudies was indicative of a completely mixed flow for the large manholewhereas for the small manhole it suggests a piston flow (sometimes referred toas plug flow) with some longitudinal dispersion occurring.
11 Introduction
1.1 Background
Urban drainage systems, originally designed simply as a means of conveyingeffluent from source to treatment, are increasingly becoming a subject ofinterest with regard to water quality processes. This is due to the possibleimpact on receiving waters, through discharge of material from surcharged oroverflowing manhole structures.The historical design of urban drainage systems focused on the capacity of thesystem and its ability to convey a maximum discharge. To evaluate thealternative ways of reducing pollutant load to the environment, for examplethrough the improved design or operation of combined sewer overflows, it hasbecome increasingly important that the in-sewer physical processes affectingthe transport of pollutants are accurately modelled (Guymer and O'Brien,2000). Recently, considerable efforts have been made to achieve effectivemanagement of urban pollution by the development of water quality seweragenetwork models (Stovin et al., 2010a). Computer programs for drainage designand analysis emerged in the 1970s, but complex models only became standardtools of drainage engineers when appropriate computing power becameavailable. Some of the models are: United States Environmental ProtectionAgency storm water management model (SWMM), Wallingford packages;HydroWorks and InfoWorks and the more popular European package MOUSE(Butler and Davis, 2011). These models are based on accepted mathematical
2relationships between physical parameters. They all involve some element ofsimplification and are deterministic and do not account for randomness. Theability of these models to accurately describe the contribution of the physicalcharacteristics of a sewerage network on the mixing of solutes is limited by lackof measurements quantifying the dominant mechanisms (Guymer and O'Brien,2000), hence the need for further studies on mixing processes within a sewernetwork, particularly manholes.
The presence of structures along the line of flow or changes in the shape of thechannel can affect longitudinal dispersion. Manholes are incorporated withinsewers to allow access for maintenance and at points of change; elevation ordirection (Butler and Davis, 2011). At manholes, there are significant changes inshape, providing regions where soluble material may be retained anddischarged later. Guymer and O'Brien (2000), showed that the presence ofmanhole structures within urban drainage systems has a significant effect inincreasing both the travel time and dispersion of a solute over ranges ofdischarge and surcharge. Surcharge of a sewer is the situation in which thesewer entrance and exit are submerged and the pipe is flowing full and underpressure.
Research on how best to describe the hydraulics within a surcharged manholehas been continuous. Johnston and Volker (1990) studied the internal flow andhead loss across surcharged manholes, while Pedersen and Mark (1990)presented an analytic technique for predicting head loss. Guymer and O'Brien(2000) studied longitudinal dispersion due to surcharged manhole, Guymer et
3al. (2005) investigated the relationship between various diameters andsurcharge effects on the longitudinal dispersion of solute tracer across circularsurcharged manhole. Further studies in Stovin et al. (2010a) and Guymer andStovin (2011) aimed at developing a One-Dimensional Mixing model forsurcharged manhole by using a deconvolution approach, derived from systemstheory, to identify from laboratory data, two dimensionless cumulativeresidence time distributions(CRTDs) associated with surcharged manholes.
In water engineering, the CRTD has been used to evaluate the performance ofhydraulic structures. One potential advantage of the CRTD approach tomodelling dispersion is that it is not reliant on any conceptual model beingfitted to the data. The application of this alternative approach by Stovin et al(2010b), represented a more robust characterization of the system’s response,which is scalable and so can be applied to full-scale structures. A validatedComputational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling approach by Stovin et al.(2013) and laboratory studies by Jones (2011), confirmed that these flowregions exist. At high surcharges, above a threshold depth, the jet entering themanhole assumes a straight, central position while at low surcharge conditionsbelow this threshold, the incoming jet deviates from the pipe centreline andmixes with the water stored in the manhole.
This study attempts to identify the flow patterns within a surcharged squaremanhole of two sizes, relating the results to previous results on circularmanholes.
41.2 Aims and Objectives
1.2.1 AimThe aim of this study is to describe the transportation and mixing of solutepollutants through urban drainage systems and the effects of structures such asa square manhole.
1.2.2 ObjectivesThe objectives of this study are to:
 Contribute to the body of knowledge by relating the headloss to thedispersion coefficient within a pipe system and the effect of orificeplates;
 Investigate the flow within a square manhole in comparison to acircular manhole;
 Understand the effect of change in manhole size by presenting twoconfigurations of manhole to pipe ratio;
 Investigate the flow field and concentration distributions occurring inan overflowing manhole;
 Provide a modelling tool for predicting how cumulative residencetime distributions will vary with size, shape, flow rate and surchargein flow systems.
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2.1 Urban Drainage2.1.1 IntroductionCombined drainage systems in developed urban areas are facilities to dispose ofliquid wastes, examples of which are storm water, sewage or wastewater. Urbandrainage systems primarily comprise lengths of pipes conveying flow betweennodal structures, including manholes, settling tanks, storage chambers andcombined sewer overflows (CSOs). Most common flow in drainage systems is ahybrid of pipe flow and open channel flow. It is mainly part-filled pipe flow inwhich liquid flows in a pipe by gravity, with a free surface (Butler and Davis,2011).
Storm water originates during precipitation events. The term storm waterrefers to water that originates with snowmelt that enters the storm watersystem. Storm water that does not soak into the ground becomes surface runoff,which either flows directly into surface waterways or is channelled into stormsewers, which eventually discharge to surface waters. Storm water is of concernfor two main issues: one related to the volume and timing of runoff water (floodcontrol and water supplies) and the other related to potential contaminants thatthe water is carrying, i.e. water pollution.
Sewage or wastewater on the other hand is water that has served the purpose ofsupporting life, maintaining a standard of living and satisfying the needs ofindustry. If not properly disposed, it could cause pollution and create health
6risks. A sanitary sewer (also called a foul sewer) is a separate undergroundconveyance system specifically for transporting sewage from houses andcommercial buildings to treatment or disposal. Sanitary sewers are sized tocarry the amount of sewage generated by the collection area and they are muchsmaller than combined sewers designed to also carry surface runoff. Acombined sewer is a type of sewer system that collects sanitary sewage andstorm water runoff in a single pipe system as shown in Fig. 2.1. This type ofsewer design is no longer used in building new communities, but many oldercities continue to operate combined sewers. As cities added sewage treatmentplants, relief structures called regulators were installed in the collection systemso that the flow could be discharged into a river or stream during large stormevents when the capacity of the pipe exceeded the capacity of the wastewatertreatment plant thereby preventing, sewer backups in homes and streets.
In the developed world, sewers are usually pipelines that begin with connectingpipes from buildings to one or more levels of larger underground trunk mains,which transport the sewage to sewage treatment facilities. Vertical shafts, calledmanholes, connect the mains to the surface. The manholes are used for access tothe sewer pipes for inspection and maintenance, and as a means to vent sewergases. They also facilitate vertical and horizontal angles in otherwise straightpipelines. Sewers are generally gravity powered, though pumps may be used ifnecessary.
7Figure 2.1: Schematic of the urban drainage system, (United StatesEnvironmental Protection Agency, 2004)
2.1.2 Urban drainage system failuresThe sanitary sewer system is designed to carry sewage only. If storm water getsinto the sanitary sewer system, the pipes can become full and spill over. Thesespills, called sanitary sewer overflows, usually occur at a manhole and overflowinto a street or yard. Since these sanitary sewer overflows typically occur duringheavy rains, they are considered "wet weather overflows" as shown in Fig. 2.2,(Clean Waterways Program of Frankfort & Franklin County Kentucky, 2008). Onthe other hand, a combined sewer overflow, occurs when the combined flow ofwastewater and storm water exceeds the capacity of the sewer system and it isreleased directly into local waterways such as a river, stream, lake or ocean.Some CSO outfalls discharge infrequently, while others activate every time itrains. By far the most prevalent cause of CSOs stems from heavy rainfall eventswhich can cause massive inflow of storm water into sewerage lines. Inadequateestimation of losses within the system can lead to the system being surchargedand such conditions often lead to basement flooding or sewage overflows. The
8surcharging of sewers occurs for various reasons. For example, in combined andstorm sewers, surcharging is caused by rare storms which produce higher-than-design peak flows (Marsalek and Greck, 1988).
Other modes of system failure can include power outage which may disable liftstation pumps or parts of the treatment plant operations themselves; in fact,any mechanical system failure within a treatment plant can create acircumstance leading to overflow: breakdown of rotating arms of tricklingfilters, jamming of line gates, clogging of filters or grates etc. Furthermore, someforms of human error can infrequently lead to diversion of sewage and result inan overflow event. Decentralized failures in dry weather mainly occur fromcollection sewer line blockages, which can arise from a debris clog, line ruptureor tree root intrusion into the line itself.
An example of the system failure occurred during a heavy rain event in theafternoon of 14 August 2010, when unusually intense rainfall hit the easternparts of Denmark. Within eight hours the rain gauge measured 58 mm of raincorresponding to a return period of 20 years and 9.5% of the yearly rain inCopenhagen, Denmark. The rain intensity peaked between 16:00 and 18:00 and19:00 to 19:30 to reach a maximum of 1.8 and 2.4 mm per 5 min as shown inFig. 2.3. This overloaded the sewer system of the catchment and lead to a CSOevent between 17:30 and 20:00 (Fig. 2.3). The maximum overﬂow intensity reached 2.84 m3/s, corresponding to 41% of the maximal capacity of the
overﬂow structure. In total 26,300 m3 CSO water was discharged within a ﬁve 
hour period. Essentially no overﬂow events were recorded in the previous 
9period of 2007–2010, which demonstrates the extremity of this heavy rainevent. The discharge into the water body used for bathing and recreation (moreimportantly the annual international ironman competition) prompted anepidemiological study to ascertain the safety of the water. It was discovered thatduring the competition, the bathing water contained about 0.13% of wastewater with pathogen levels between 42 -50% (Anderson et al., 2013).
Figure 2.2 Overflow from a manhole, (Clean Waterways Program of Frankfort &Franklin County Kentucky, 2008)
Figure 2.3: Measured volumes from the rain guage (mm/5 min) and thecombined sewer overflow (CSO), (m3/s), 14 August 2010, (Anderson et al., 2013)
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2.1.3 Mechanisms within a drainage systemFlow within the urban drainage system is often driven by gravity. Since thedrainage system consists of a large flow network, a detailed understanding offluid flow in pipes is therefore required to achieve continuous transport ofwaste water from different points in the system. The various studies carried outhave been able to identify and emphasis some of the dominant mechanismswithin the mixing process as well as their importance and effects. Some of themechanisms are:
2.1.3.1 Concentration/retention timeImportant variables that must be properly understood are the time of travel of apollutant in a pipe, the rate at which a pollutant spreads out, the decrease in itspeak concentration and the resulting concentration patterns of the pollutant.Pollution may result if the capacity of a system to transport and disperse acontamination is overestimated. Underestimation on the other hand may resultin valuable resources not being optimally utilised, resulting in unnecessaryexpenditure on treatment facilities (Hassan, 1993).
2.1.3.2 Pressure and energy lossOne of the most common problems in fluid mechanics is the estimation ofpressure or energy loss. In a piping system, it results from a number of systemcharacteristics which include among others; pipe friction, changes in directionof flow, obstructions in flow path, and sudden or gradual changes in the cross-section and shape of flow path. When a fluid flows through a pipe, the internalroughness of the pipe wall can create local eddy currents within the fluid adding
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a resistance to flow of the fluid. The velocity profile in a pipe will show that thefluid elements in the centre of the pipe will move at a higher speed than thosecloser to the wall. Therefore friction will occur between layers within the fluid.This movement of fluid elements relative to each other is associated withpressure drop, called frictional losses. Pipes with smooth walls such as glass,copper, brass and polyethylene have only a small effect on the frictionalresistance (PipeFlow.co.uk, 2007). Pipes with less smooth surfaces such asconcrete, cast iron and steel have higher frictional factors which results in moreloss due to friction.
The hydraulic design of sewer networks requires consideration of minor headlosses at various appurtenances and special structures, among which the mostcommon are sewer junctions. Marsalek (1984), wrote that in surcharged sewersystems (it is quite likely that), the minor losses caused by junctions, sewerinlets, house connections, and other appurtenances exceed the friction lossesand reduce system capacity significantly.
2.1.3.3 Volume/sizingUrban drainage system design is primarily based on conveyance requirements.Determining the maximum hydraulic conveyance for a particular drainagescheme entails the assessment of the head losses under both free flowing andsurcharged conditions. Pipe size affects velocity. Given a constant flow rate,decreasing pipe size increases the velocity, which increases the friction. Thefriction losses are cumulative as the fluid travels through the length of the pipe.The greater the distance, the greater the friction losses will be.
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2.1.3.4 Reynolds NumberIn fluid mechanics, the Reynolds number (Re) is a dimensionless quantity thatgives a measure of the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces and consequentlyquantifies the relative importance of these two types of forces for given flowconditions (Falkovich, 2011).Re = ୧୬ ୰ୣ୲୧ୟ୪୤୭୰ୡୣ ୱ
୴୧ୱୡ୭୳ୱ୤୭୰ୡୣ ୱ
(2.1)
Reynolds numbers are also used to characterize different flow regimes, suchas laminar or turbulent flow: laminar flow occurs at low Reynolds numbers,where viscous forces are dominant, and is characterized by smooth, constantfluid motion; turbulent flow occurs at high Reynolds numbers and is dominatedby inertial forces, which tend to produce chaotic eddies, vortices and other flowinstabilities. The flow is characterised as (Reynolds, 1883):
 laminar when Re < 2300
 transient when 2300 < Re < 4000
 turbulent when Re > 4000
For flow in a pipe or tube, the Reynolds number is generally defined as:
ܴ݁= ఘ୚஽ಹ
ఓ
= ୚஽ಹ
ఔ
= ொ஽ಹ
௩஺(2.2)where:
 DH is the hydraulic diameter of the pipe (m)
 Q is the volumetric flow rate (m3/s)
 A is the pipe cross-sectional area (m²)
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 V is the mean velocity of the fluid (m/s)
 μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (Pa·s or N·s/m² or kg(m·s))
 ν is the kinematic viscosity (ν=μ/ρ) (m2/s)
 ρ is the density of the fluid (kg/m³)
2.1.3.5 StructuresThe presence of structures along the line of flow or the shape of the channel canaffect longitudinal dispersion. Manholes are incorporated to allow access formaintenance and at points of change, elevation or direction, and are the mostcommon structure, (Butler and Davis, 2011). At manholes and other structures,there are significant changes in shape, providing regions where soluble materialmay be retained and discharged later. Guymer and O'Brien (2000), showed thatthe presence of the manhole structures within urban drainage schemes has asignificant effect in increasing both the travel time and dispersion of a soluteover ranges of discharge and surcharge. Further studies in Guymer et al. (2005)indicated that as the circular manhole diameter increases, a greater proportionof the volume between measurements positions contributes to the dispersion ofthe tracer, suggesting more mixing throughout the volume. Study of these andother mechanisms is therefore necessary to properly and adequately modelthem in urban drainage network models.
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2.1.3.6 Orifice PlateAn orifice plate is a thin plate with a hole in it, which is usually placed in a pipe.Due to the ease of duplication and the simple construction, the thin sharp edgedorifice has been adopted as a standard. The minimum cross sectional area of thejet is known as the “vena contracta.” As the fluid approaches the orifice thepressure increases slightly and then drops suddenly as the orifice is passed. Itcontinues to drop until the “vena contracta” is reached and then graduallyincreases until, at approximately 5 to 8 diameters downstream, a maximumpressure point is reached that will be lower than the pressure upstream of theorifice. The decrease in pressure as the fluid passes through the orifice is aresult of the increased velocity of the fluid passing through the reduced area ofthe orifice. When the velocity decreases as the fluid leaves the orifice thepressure increases and tends to return to its original level. All of the pressureloss is not recovered because of friction and turbulence losses in the stream,(Daniel Measurement and Control Inc, 2010).From Bernoulli’s equation the flow in a pipe with an orifice plate can beobtained from the equation 2.3
ܳ = ܥௗܣଶට ଵଵିఉరඥ2( ଵܲ − ଶܲ)/ߩ (2.3)Where Cd = Coefficient of discharge, dimensionlessA2 = cross- sectional area of orifice hole, m2
β = Contraction ratio (orifice hole diameter to pipe diameter), dimensionlessP1 = Fluid pressure upstream, kg/ (m.s2)
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P2 = Fluid pressure downstream, kg (m.s2)
ρ = fluid density, kg/m3Sharp-edged orifices have coefficients of discharge, Cd around 0.6 to 0.63, whilethe coefficients for conical entrance plates are in the range 0.73 to 0.734 and forquarter-circle plates 0.77 to 0.85. The coefficients of sharp-edged orifices varymore with fluids and flow rates than the coefficients of conical-entrance andquarter-circle plates, especially at low flows and high viscosities, (Bean, 1983).
Figure 2.4: Flow through an orifice plate
The ﬂow through an oriﬁce plate is shown in Fig. 2.4, involving the vortex
regions of ring form upstream and downstream of the oriﬁce plate due to sudden cross-sectional changes. The recirculation length ‘Lr’ and height ‘Hr’ of
the ﬂow contraction determine the size of the vortex region, i.e. the energy 
dissipation region beyond the oriﬁce plate. The oriﬁce plate thickness ‘T’ has an effect on ‘Lr’ because of the length decrease with an increase in ‘T’.
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Experimental investigations by Hobbs and Humphreys (1990) suggested thatthe radius of the sharp edge of orifice plates has a marked effect upon thedischarge coefficient. Gan and Riffat (1997), carried out tests to determine thepressure loss coefficient for square edged orifice plates for a range of Reynoldsnumber. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was used to predict the losscoefficient, and the result was compared with experimental orificemeasurements. The study showed that CFD can be used to predict the pressureloss coefficient for this type of plate. It concluded that for turbulent flow withReynolds numbers of 1.6 x 105 to 3.7 x 105, the influence of Reynolds number onthe pressure loss coefficient is negligible. It also found that by increasing theplate thickness to 1.5 times the orifice diameter, the pressure loss through anorifice plate can be reduced substantially.
A similar discovery was made by Jianhua et al. (2010), who showed that the
head loss coefﬁcient of an oriﬁce plate energy dissipator and the dimensionless length of the recirculation region are functions of the contraction ratio (ratio of
orifice plate diameter to the approach flow diameter), the ratio of oriﬁce plate 
thickness to approach flow diameter and the approach ﬂow Reynolds number. 
The latter effect was demonstrated to be negligible if Re ˃105 . The contractionratio was the key factor in terms of head losses and recirculation length because
the smaller the contraction ratio, the larger  the head loss coefﬁcient. Oriﬁce plates as an effective energy dissipator have been used in hydropower projectssuch as the Xiaolangdi project in China (Jianhua et al., 2010). There an oriﬁce plate energy dissipator, with a dissipation ratio of 44% was used due to theirsimplicity, convenient construction and high dissipation ratio.
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2.2 Solute Transport2.2.1 Tracers in Solute Transport StudySmart and Laidlaw (1977), compared eight fluorescent dyes (amino G acid,photine CU, fluorescein, lissamine FE, pyranine, rhodamine B, rhodamine WT,and sulpho rhodamine B) in laboratory and field experiments to assess theirutility in quantitative tracing work. The properties considered includedsensitivity and minimum detectability, the effect of water chemistry on dyefluorescence, photochemical and biological decay rates, adsorption losses onequipment and sediments, toxicity to man and aquatic organisms. Testsconducted during the study by Smart and Laidlaw (1977) have shown that rho-damine WT is generally the most satisfactory dye tracer, while pyranine andphotine CU have proved to have severe limitations.
Turner Designs (1994), published that Rhodamine WT has been approved as atracer dye in potable water in the United States. It was developed to overcome adisadvantage of rhodamine B’s absorption on suspended sediment. RhodamineWT was an immediate success as a tracer in marine systems and in wastewater.On April 10, 1980, Dr. Joseph A. Cotruvo of the U.S.EPA issued a memo statingthat the EPA does not anticipate any adverse health effects resulting from theuse of Rhodamine WT as a fluorescent tracer in water flow studies when usedwithin the stipulated guidelines (Turner Designs, 1994).
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2.2.2 MixingMixing can be defined as the intermingling of different materials (liquid, gas,solid) to produce a homogeneous mixture. Other processes, such as reaction,mass transfer (includes solubility and crystallization), heat transfer, anddispersion, are also promoted during mixing (McGraw-Hill concise encyclopediaof science & technology, 2005). The forces applicable during mixing developoverall circulation or bulk flow. Superimposed on this flow pattern, there ismolecular diffusion, and if turbulence is present, also turbulent eddies. Theseprovide micro mixing. The rate at which a tracer spreads into its surroundingenvironment is governed by a process called Molecular Diffusion (or BrownianMotion).
Mixing in pipe flows is often brought about by two process, molecular diffusionand dispersion. Dispersion is an effect in fluid mechanics in which a shear flowcan increase the effective diffusivity of a species. Allen and Taylor (1923)conducted studies on dispersion measurements and conductivity along thelength of a pipe, a further development in Taylor (1953) was able to establish(i) a distribution of velocity over the cross-section of a pipe, (ii) the connectionbetween a the transfer of momentum in turbulent flow and the transfer of otherproperties and (iii) the distribution of concentration when one fluid followsanother in a pipe. Essentially, the shear acts to smear out the concentrationdistribution in the direction of the flow, enhancing the rate at which it spreadsin that direction (Taylor, 1953, Taylor, 1954). He therefore described thecoefficient of dispersion DL for turbulent pipe as follows:
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ܦ௅ = 10.1ܽݑ∗ (2.4)
Where a is the radius (m) and u* is the shear velocity (m/s)Coefficients from Taylors’ studies have been applied to rivers and natural watercourses and found to be insufficient in describing the mixing processes withinthese open channels. The quest to solve this challenge led to several mixingstudies such as Fischer (1966) and the development of the one-dimensionalFickian’s Diffusion model. Subsequently models such as Stefan andDemetracopoulos (1983)’s Cells-in-Series model, Beer and Young (1983) andWallis et al. (1989)’s Aggregated Dead Zone model (ADZ), amongst others havebeen developed.
Longitudinal dispersion is the tendency for a cloud of soluble tracer travellingwith a fluid flow to spread along the flow direction axis. This effect reduces thecross sectional averaged peak concentration of the tracer measured at locationsdownstream, and spreads the solute over a greater longitudinal distance,(Dennis, 2000). In urban drainage, the effects of dispersion may act to reduce oreliminate first foul flush effects or to moderate peak concentrations associatedwith intermittent discharges. Dispersion also implies that pollutant materialsmay be present a long time before and after predictions based on mean traveltime would suggest (Stovin et al., 2010a).
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2.2.3 Fick’s first and second laws for molecular diffusionMolecular diffusion was first identified by Fick in 1855. It was shown that atracer moved from a high concentration to a low concentration at a rateproportional to the concentration gradient between the tracer and itssurrounding environment. Molecular diffusion, often called simply diffusion, isthe motion of all (liquid or gas) particles at temperatures above absolute zero.The rate of this movement is a function of temperature, viscosity of the fluid andthe size (mass) of the particles. Diffusion explains the net flux of molecules froma region of higher concentration to one of lower concentration, but it isimportant to note that diffusion also occurs when there is no concentrationgradient. The result of diffusion is a gradual mixing of material.
Fick (1985) deduced that the movement of the tracer in any one orthogonaldirection could be defined in terms of a one dimensional diffusion equationoften referred to as the first law of Fick (Rutherford, 1994).
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where Jx = molecular diffusive flux in the x direction; c = solute concentration;and em = molecular diffusion coefficient, in which the sign is negative, since themolecules of the solute diffuse from the part of high concentration to the part oflow concentration. Figure 2.5 shows the mass balance of the element which hasvolume ΔXΔYΔZ. Mass conservation is applied to consider the rate of change in
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molecular diffusive flux per unit of time, referred to as Fick’s second law. It canbe written as Equation 2.6.
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where Mt and Mt+Δt = tracer mass at time t and t+Δt, respectively; Jx = diffusiveflux (averaged over the time interval Δt) entering the element; Jx+Δx = diffusiveflux (averaged over the time interval Δt) leaving the element; ΔX, ΔY, and ΔZ =dimensions of the fluid element.Meanwhile, the mass balance compared with time is applied by a Taylor’s series,ignoring terms greater than second order. That is
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Then, both Equation 2.7 and Equation 2.8 are replaced in Equation 2.4, and itbecomes
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Figure 2.5: Mass Balance of Element
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When c = M/ΔxΔyΔz, then the equation changes into Equation 2.10.
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Molecular diffusive flux (Equation 2.5) is substituted into Equation 2.10 and
reformed to be
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When em is constant, Equation 2.11 becomes
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Equation 2.12 is the Fick’s second law for one dimensional diffusion instationary fluid and em is a constant. This equation is used to predict the spatialtracer concentration distribution at a time, rather than only predictedconcentration along the distance as the Fick’s first law.
2.2.4 Advection Dispersion Equation (ADE)The advection dispersion equation (ADE) was presented by Taylor (1953) forflow in pipes. The depth and width average form of the equation for onedimension is given by
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In most practical situations the requirement is to make predictions ofconcentrations passing a fixed site of interest, such as an abstraction point. Thatis a temporal concentration profile at a fixed point. Under the assumption that Uand DL are constant, the solution of Equation 2.13 for an instantaneous pointsource is presented as Equation (2.12).
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where M = mass of tracer injected at x = 0 and t = 0. Equation 2.14 is known asthe Taylor Solution to the advection dispersion equation.
Temporal profile prediction
After Taylor’s experiment with regard to the longitudinal dispersion in a pipe,the advection dispersion equation was adapted to deal with the solute transportbetween locations along a river (Fischer, 1966, Rutherford, 1994). However,observed temporal downstream concentration profiles within advective zone(which is defined as the distance it takes a tracer particle to sample the entireflow field) are more of a skew temporal concentration profile, than a Gaussianspatial concentration profile predicted by Equation 2.14. This is often attributedto the initial period where dispersion dominates diffusion, or dead zones andother trapping mechanisms. To predict such a profile, Equation 2.14 needs to bedeveloped to deal with the skewness of the downstream profile. Many practicalmodelling situations require the prediction of a downstream temporalconcentration distribution from a known upstream distribution. In suchsituations it is possible to use a routing procedure solution to the ADE,
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converted to temporal distributions by the frozen cloud approximation. Thefrozen cloud approximation is the method that is used to convert betweenconcentration-time and concentration-distance relationships.
The solution is:
ܥ(ݔଶ,ݐ) = න ܥ(ݔଵ,ߛ)ܷ
ඥ4ߨܦ௅௧̅ஶఊୀିஶ ݁ݔ݌ቆ−ܷଶ(̅ݐ− ݐ− ߛ)ଶ4ܦ௅̅ݐ ቇ݀ߛ(2.15)
where ܥ(ݔଶ,ݕ) = predicted concentration as a function of time at location 2;
ܥ(ݔଵ,ݕ) = observed concentration as a function of time at location 1; γ= integration variable on the time axis; ̅ݐ is travel time, the difference in timebetween the centroids of the upstream distributions, ݐଵഥ and the downstreamdistribution ݐଶഥ; and U = mean velocity across the distributions.
This method effectively takes each individual upstream element of the temporalconcentration distribution, advects it downstream by a fixed amount andspreads it assuming a Gaussian distribution. The downstream distributions canthen be added to give the downstream concentration profile. The discretisedrouting form of equation 2.15 is shown in Fig 2.6
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Figure 2.6: Sketch showing the process of the temporal routing procedure
2.2.5 Deconvolution
2.2.5.1 Cumulative Residence Time DistributionsReactors such as continuous-stirred tank, and plug-flow reactors are used formodelling many complex chemical reactors, (Levenspiel, 1972). An alternativeapproach to modelling solute transport within complex engineered systems isto consider the system’s retention (or residence) time distribution (RTD). Inchemical engineering, the mixing characteristics of reactors are often describedin terms of their RTDs. By definition, an RTD describes the system’s response toan instantaneous upstream injection and so conceptually can only be derivedfrom a pulse (or instantaneous injection) experiment. However, responses toother injection types—including the Gaussian-like distributions consideredpreviously—may be converted to an RTD through numerical manipulation ordeconvolution (Guymer and Stovin, 2011).
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The residence-time distribution (RTD) of the reactor is one suchcharacterization or measure of the flow pattern. The time spent by a particulartracer molecule in the reactor cannot be measured. A measurement of theconcentration of tracer molecules in the effluent, however, can prove sufficientto determine the RTD. The effluent tracer concentration at some time, t isestablished by the combined exit of many tracer molecules with many differentresidence times, (Rawlings and Ekerdt, 2002). The RTD of a system representsits fundamental mixing response, i.e. the distribution of residence timesexperienced in response to an instantaneous upstream input.
Under laboratory conditions, the upstream temporal concentration profile willnot be instantaneous because it is not physically possible to achieve full cross-sectional mixing instantaneously. Dye is usually injected some distanceupstream to ensure that it is fully cross-sectionally mixed at the upstream end ofthe measurement section. The system’s response to an arbitrary upstreaminjection will correspond to the convolution of the upstream input and thesystem’s RTD.
The cumulative RTD (CRTD) represents the integral form of the RTD, which isusually normalized to sum to unity. In water engineering, the CRTD has beenused to evaluate the performance of hydraulic structures (including ponds,storage tanks, wetlands and storage reservoirs). Various shapes of CRTDs havebeen derived to describe the hydraulic mixing within a structure as shown inFig. 2.7. Ignoring any effects of longitudinal dispersion and assuming ‘plug flow’,the nominal retention time, ݐ௡, within a body of fluid may be estimated from the
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ratio of the storage volume (V) to the flow rate (Q), (ݐ௡ = ܸ ܳ⁄ ), (Stovin et al.,2010b).
a) Piston Flow b) Piston Flow withsome LongitudinalMixing c) Complete Mixing d) Dead WaterFigure 2.7: Example CRDTs (or F-diagrams) for four fundamental mixingregimes,(Danckwerts, 1953)
The solute transport performance of a surcharged manhole has been shown tobe characterised by just two normalised CRTDs, one for pre- and the other forpost-threshold surcharge depth. One potential advantage of the CRTD approachto modelling dispersion is that it is not reliant on any conceptual model beingfine tuned to the data.(Stovin et al., 2010b, Guymer and Stovin, 2011, Lau et al.,2008).
2.2.5.2 Automated Deconvolution ToolStovin et al. (2010b), developed an automated deconvolution tool from Maddenet al. (1996), to analyse previous laboratory data on dispersion within circularmanhole by Guymer et al. (2005) based on system theory to identify the CRTDsassociated with urban drainage systems. In the tool, the input/output
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relationship of the system were considered in terms of a convolution integralbetween the upstream concentration and the RTD,
ݕ(ݐ) = ∫ ݔ(ݐ− )߬ܧ( )߬݀߬௧
଴
(2.16)
where ݕ(ݐ) is the output (downstream concentration), ݔ(ݐ) the input (upstreamconcentration) and ܧ( )߬ the RTD. If ݕ(ݐ)and ݔ(ݐ) are measured it is possible todeconvolve the unknown RTD, or, in systems theory nomenclature, the impulseresponse. Madden et al. (1996), identified that due to the noise present in thesystem the problem is ill-posed and direct methods, such FourierTransformation and System Identification, are inappropriate. An alternativetechnique used was Regularisation where a single objective function isconstructed that will yield an extremum (the maximum or minimum value of afunction) when a simulated output is sufficiently close to the measured one,under a series of constraints encapsulating a priori knowledge regarding the
function to be estimated, in this case E(τ). A standard technique for creation of the objective function is to use the Langrangian equation.
ܮ( ,݂ߣ) = ܺଶ( )݂ + ܵߣ ( )݂ (2.17)
where ( )݂ is the N-discretised estimate of the system response, the Lagrangemultiplier (ߣ) a discriminator between the two functions, ܺଶ( )݂ a weighted-least squares distance metric between measured and simulated output and (ܵ )݂is the maximum-entropy constraint function that encourages smoothness andpositivity on the estimated response. The local extremum of function (Equation
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(2.17)) was found using standard optimisation routines to yield an estimate forthe system impulse response, or RTD. The tool was implemented in MATLAB.
The deconvolution tool was applied to three different test cases. The firstcomprises a ‘test’ data set, in which the downstream concentration profile wassynthesised from a known RTD and a given upstream profile. This was toconfirm that the tool was capable of recovering a known RTD. The others arethe tool’s application to existing data on a surcharged manhole and an on-linestorage tank. ܴ௧ଶ, (Young et al., 1980) was used as a measure of the goodness-of-fit of the modelled profile compared with monitored data. An acceptable ܴ௧ଶvalue of between 0.983 to 0.998 was achieved which was significantly betterthan that achieved with the ADE or ADZ models on the data (Guymer et al.,2005, Stovin et al., 2010a).
2.2.5.3 Improved Deconvolution Tool for Raw Solute Transport DataRaw data are the information collected directly from instrumentation andrecorded as-is during experimental laboratory and field work, e.g., voltagereadings from a fluorometer. Due to differences in experimental set ups, rawdata are often pre-processed before analysis. This process however can be timeconsuming and are prone to errors which affect the overall quality of the study.Saiyudthong (2003) and Jones (2011) described some of the pre-processes as acomplex chain of operations consisting of calibration, subtraction of backgroundconcentration levels, filtering, and cropping the data record (reducing thelength, or duration, of the record through data cut-off based on definitions of
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experiment start and end times). Guymer and O'Brien (2000) provided a longand detailed description of fluorometer calibration, smoothing, and temporalaveraging. Poor pre-processing, e.g., excessive smoothing or cropping, mayintroduce errors or remove useful information about the system.
Sonnenwald et al. (2015), sought to improve the quality of solute trace dataanalysis by incorporating ways of using raw trace data (skipping cropping andcalibration before use) in the earlier described automated deconvolution tool(Section 2.2.5.2). He described a new interpolation function—linearinterpolation with an automatic moving average (LAMA)—and demonstratedthat, in combination with fewer sample points (e.g., 20), it enables smootherRTDs to be generated. A laboratory manhole solute transport data set wasdeconvolved with and without pre-processing using 40 sample points and linearinterpolation. The raw data were also deconvolved using 20 sample points andLAMA interpolation, (Fig 2.8).
All three groups of CRTDs indicate the same bulk mixing characteristicshowever, there is variation between the groups that corresponds to differencesin RTD shape. The two sets of RTDs deconvolved from the raw data show thesame mixing trends as those deconvolved from pre-processed data. However,those deconvolved with LAMA interpolation and 20 sample points aresignificantly smoother. It therefore shows that using raw data for deconvolutionand fewer sample points with LAMA interpolation both lead to improved qualityof the deconvolved RTD (Sonnenwald et al., 2015).
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of CRTDs deconvolved with and without improvementsfrom unbenched 300 outlet angle surcharged manhole data at 4 l/s, (Sonnenwaldet al., 2015)
2.2.6 Goodness of FitA correlation value expresses the similarity between either two separate time-seriesor two segments of the same time-series. They are frequently used to evaluatethe goodness-of-fit for models. A measure of the goodness-of–fit of the onedimensional mixing model by Guymer and Stovin (2011) in predictingdownstream temporal concentration profile, Rt2 (Young et al., 1980) wasobtained using the equation
ܴ௧
ଶ = 1 − ൜
∑ [௖(௫మ,௧)ି௣(௫మ,௧)]మ೙೟సభ
∑ [௖(௫మ,௧)]మ೙೟సభ ൠ (2.17)Where (ܿݔଶ,ݐ) is the measured downstream concentration data and ݌(ݔଶ,ݐ) isthe predicted downstream concentration profile.
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A high Rt2 value, usually higher than 0.95, indicates excellent model fit whereasany value less than 0.8 indicates that the model has a significant weakness in itspractical predictive capacity (Guymer and Stovin, 2011).
Sonnenwald (2014), carried out a systematic comparison of twelve differentcorrelation measures using three realistic solute concentration profiles toidentify measures that show high sensitivity to profile shape but limitedsensitivity to noise. Of these, the three non-dimensional measures, R2 (Nash andSutcliffe, 1970) , Rt2 (Young et al., 1980) , and APE (Kashefipour and Falconer,2000) produced correlation values that match visual interpretation of model fit,although at different levels of sensitivity. He noted that the measures might besuitable for different scenarios, with APE exaggerating small differences, R2exaggerating large differences, and Rt2 being flexible about differences betweenconcentration profiles. For the modified deconvolution tool (Sonnenwald et al.,2015), R2 correlation measure was chosen for its high sensitivity to overallprofile shape. With a perfect match, R2 = 1, and for R2= 0 there is no correlation.
2.3 Manholes2.3.1 Shapes and Sizing ConsiderationsManholes are commonly constructed of precast concrete rings with exceptionsto some countries that have rectangular or square shaped manholes. A typicalcircular and square manhole is shown in Fig. 2.9. They provide access in sewersystems and are different from inspection chambers in that they are deeper andcan be entered if necessary. Manholes are often provided at changes in gradient,
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changes in direction of pipes, changes in sizes of pipes, heads of runs, at majorjunctions with other sewers and at every 90m, (Butler and Davis, 2011). Thestructure size is a function of the number, size, elevation and entry angle ofpipes connecting to the structure and must be large enough to accept themaximum size pipe. The normal practice is to ensure individual pipes betweenmanholes have a constant gradient however there are many types of horizontaland vertical connection pattern in the connections of inflow and outflow pipesat a manhole.
Benching is commonly used to reduce sediment deposition within manholes atlow flows. Benching arrangements differ, but may generally be described asopen channels moulded into the base of manholes which flow between inlet andoutlet pipes, as illustrated by Figure 2.10.
The use of square and rectangular manholes is becoming common, as moresizes of flat walled structures are created, promoted, and installed beneathstreet rights of way (Canadian Concrete Pipe Association, 2013). Squarestructures are typically used where pipes can intercept at 90 degrees or 180degrees. Most roadways and some storm water site drainage systems employthese types of structures. This is because round manholes do not tolerate theintersection of large pipes at 90 degrees without a significant upsize required tomaintain the structural arm between pipe openings. They can be more difficultto modify when cutting or coring onsite. Pipes are usually cut to be flush withthe walls at the springline (the horizontal midpoint of a sewer pipe) instead of
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flush with the wall at all points, thereby reducing the amount of working spacewithin the manhole (Canadian Concrete Pipe Association, 2013).
a) Circular manhole b) Square manhole
(a) – Sewer manhole (b) – Backdrop manholeFigure 2.10: Typical Manhole Installation, (Lau, 2007)
Round structures allow more flexibility in the system design and layout. Varioussizes of pipes entering at different angles can more easily be accommodated bya round structure, ensuring watertight connections are maintained. Localspecifications and design handbooks may include minimum requirements and
Benching
Manhole
cover
Dry weather
flow channel
Benching
Manhole
cover
Dry weather
flow channel
Vertical
shaft
Figure 2.9: Manhole Shapes, (New Civil Engineer, 2010)
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design tables to assist in the sizing of manhole structures. Florida DOT DrainageHandbook: Storm Drains (Florida Department of Transportation, 2000) and TheNational Precast Concrete Association (2010) provides guide to manhole pipesizing.
While studying the CFD modelling approach to explore the hydraulic behaviourand mixing processes in small-diameter surcharged manhole, Stovin et al.(2013) classified circular manholes into two in terms of the ratio of their
diameter, Φm to the diameter of the inlet pipe, Φp. This is because previousresearch had focused on manholes with diameters that were at least 4.4 times
greater than the pipe diameter. The classification is high Φm/Φp which refers to
manholes where Φm/Φp ≥ 4.4 and low Φm/Φp which refers to manholes where
Φm/Φp ≤ 4.4. For square manholes, the nomenclature will therefore be Lm/Φp.
2.3.2 Surcharge in ManholesSurcharge of a sewer is the situation in which the sewer entrance and exit aresubmerged i.e the water level in the manhole rises above the soffit level of theinlet sewer and the pipe is flowing full and under pressure. Sewerage systemsoperate under surcharged conditions, i.e. pipe-full flows under pressurisedconditions, relatively frequently. Storm sewer flow is time-varying (i.e.,transient or unsteady) in nature because all rainstorms have finite durationsand consequently the flood flow in the sewers changes with time. If the flood issmall, none of the sewer pipes are completely filled and the flow remains asopen-channel free-surface flow. However, for large floods, some or all of thesewer pipes may change from open-channel flow to pressurized-conduit flow
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during and near the time of the flood peak. In comparison to what is oftenobtained, the return periods of storms used for their design are shorter, such asone year, and in some storm events, the amount of sewage, exceeds thedesigned capacity of the sewerage systems (Archer et al., 1978, Yen and Pansic,1980).
Yen and Pansic (1980), further listed other causes of surcharge in sewers asfollows:
(a) Under design resulting from inaccuracies in the design equations, coupledwith uncertainty in design parameters (e.g., pipe roughness), can adverselyaffect system design.
(b) Hydrologic risk may cause surcharge because there is always a probability,no matter how small, that the design discharge may be exceeded one or moretimes during the service life of the sewer.
(c) Construction errors and material deviations (e.g., tolerance in the pipedimensions), resulting in the sewer system in place not conforming to thedesign.
(d) In-line pumping stations that may be required due to system constraints.
(e) In-line detention or retention storage resulting in submergence ofconnecting pipes.
The flow in a sewer is affected by the hydraulic conditions at both its upstreamand downstream ends. Reed (1983), suggested two possibilities in which thesewerage systems would become surcharged (Figure 2.11). It occurs when the
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discharge along the pipe is greater than the just-full capacity at the pipegradient (Figure 2.11a); or when the downstream drainage component imposesa backwater effect (Figure 2.11b).
Figure 2.11: Conditions leading to surcharge in sewerage systems (Reed, 1983)
During surcharged conditions, a surcharged manhole can be seen to comprisetwo portions: a portion that allows water to flow through; and a storagecompartment above the soffit. The storage compartment provides extracapacity to the sewerage systems by means of the provision of storage as well asthe possibility to increase the hydraulic gradient in excess of the gradient of thesewers and hence increase the delivery flow rate (Figure 2.11a). (Reed, 1983,Lau, 2007, Butler and Davis, 2011).
Q > Qdesign
(a)
Hydraulic gradient line
(b)
Q < Qdesign
Backwater effect
Hydraulic gradient line
Storage
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2.3.3 Longitudinal Dispersion in Surcharged ManholesIn their study on longitudinal dispersion due to surcharged manholes, Guymerand O'Brien (2000) carried out laboratory experiments on both a straight pipeand a surcharged manhole in an attempt to describe the mixing processesoccurring in a surcharged manhole structure. They discovered that the effect ofa surcharged manhole structure increases the mean travel time by aroundtwofold compared to the straight pipe. For the mixing of soluble materialthrough a pipe, their results indicated that the dominant processes aredependent on discharge and to a less extent on surcharge. They also discoveredthat the presence of a surcharged manhole increases the longitudinal dispersioncoefficient by fivefold compared to the straight pipe results, while observingthat the greatest surcharge influences were at low surcharge elevations.Further studies were carried out by Guymer et al. (2005) to quantify the effectsof manhole diameter and surcharged level variations on the longitudinaldispersion of solutes over a range of discharges. They used manholes ofdiameters 400mm, 500mm, 600mm and 800mm with discharges of 0.87 l/s,1.94 l/s, 3.33 l/s and 5.01 l/s. The results from this study however disprovedthe intuitive assumption that more surcharged volume leads to greater mixing;instead they indicated that different mechanisms are dominant withinsurcharged manhole flows at different surcharged values.A surcharged threshold level was identified using tracing techniques and shownto be dependent on manhole diameter. At surcharge elevations below thisthreshold value solutes experience a large degree of mixing within the storedvolume, while at surcharge elevations above the threshold value a large
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proportion of the tracer is advected through the manhole, experiencing littlemixing (Guymer et al., 2005, Jones, 2011). Values of the parameters required topredict the advection and dispersion were determined and their relationshipquantified leading to a proposed regression equation for predicting thethreshold surcharged depth.
 Threshold surcharged depth, s’= 0.258Φm (2.19)
CFD studies by Stovin et al. (2013) on different Φm/Φp ratios suggests that, at
Φm/Φp ratios below 3.5, the jet is fully restrained by the geometry of themanhole, and the highly asymmetric (well-mixed) below-threshold flow regimecannot be established. The small manholes do not exhibit a large step in t50times and the CRTDs do not show any evidence of below-threshold, well mixed,hydraulic regimes. It explained that the flow field is more comparable with thatobserved in high-surcharge conditions (above-threshold) in larger-diametermanholes. The study concluded that the hydraulic threshold previously
identified for surcharged manholes is only evident in systems with large Φm/Φpratios. In smaller-diameter manholes, the incoming jet will tend to bridge thedistance across the manhole such that short-circuiting effects dominate,
irrespective of surcharge level. The critical Φm/Φp  ratio was found to be Φm/Φp
= 4.4. Many manholes found in practice have Φm/Φp ratios of less than 4.4;their mixing characteristics can be assumed to be equivalent to a pipe,(Stovin etal., 2013).
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Figure 2.12: Hydraulic conditions associated with well-mixed flow in surchargedcircular manholes, Stovin et al. (2013)
2.3.4 Dead ZonesWallis et al. (1989), described a dead zone as a region in the flow with zero orrelatively low velocity compared with that in the main flow. Dead zones areusually found in regions where water is stagnant or in recirculation zones. Innatural rivers, because of geometrical irregularity, dead zones are a fairlycommon feature. Although it implies a form of pocket that is separated from themain flow, it should be considered in a wider context as a bulk parameter thatnot only describes the effect of segregated regions of flow, but also otherdispersive catalysts such as eddies, viscose sub layers and velocity profile(Wallis et al., 1989, O'Brien, 2000). Dead zones also exist in sewerage systems;for example, significant change in geometrical shape at surcharged manholesprovides an extraneous volume for dynamic storage of sewage. In highlysurcharge manholes, dead zones are often created at the top of the manholevolume, temporarily accommodating a portion of the tracer while majority ofthe input tracer passes below it in a straight jet.
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Dead zones have a significant impact on the overall mixing process. In contrastto the differential advection dispersion which gradually spreads the solute, adead zone can attenuate the peak concentration of a solute travelling throughthe dead zone by a considerable amount. Fig. 2.13 shows an example of deadzone effects at a surcharged manhole. At time = t0, the tracer disperseslongitudinally due to differential advection; at time = t1, some of the tracer isentrained in the dead zone of the manhole and some form of mixing takes placein the storage volume; at time = t2, as the majority of the tracer has passed themanhole, the tracer which has been trapped in the storage volume is graduallyreleased (Lau, 2007). Since the rate of release is slow, the downstream profileis often impacted resulting in a skewed profile with a considerable long tail asdescribed in Guymer et al. (2005)
Figure 2.13 : Dead zone effects at a surcharged manhole, (Lau, 2007)
Manhole
Time = t0
Time = t1
Time = t2
Tracer
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2.3.5 Pipe DirectionsSaiyudthong (2003), investigated the effects of varying outlet angle (0°, 30°, 60°and 90°) in benched and unbenched surcharged manholes on solute transportand head loss. It was observed that the average head loss coefficients (K) ofbenched manholes were smaller than those of the unbenched manholes whichmight have been caused by the benching which confines almost three quartersof the jet flow and reduces the mixing zone in the manholes (Mark et al., 1996,Pedersen and Mark, 1990). Nevertheless, the influence of benching did not seemas important when the plane angle increased as shown in Table 2.1. The headloss coefficient clearly increased when the plane angle increased, especially forthe benched manholes, but not for all plane angles of the unbenched manholes.
The study (Fig. 2.14) shows that for a benched manhole, travel time was notrelated to surcharge when the plane angles were smaller than 60°. However,when the plane angle was either 60° or 90°, the relationship changed to bealmost a linear increase before approximately 400 mm surcharge andafterwards it showed a slight reduction at low flow rate. Unlike the benchedmanholes, the linear relationship between the travel time and the surcharge
Plane angle
 Benched Unbenched
0° 0.27 0.51*
30° 1.24 2.22
60° 1.49 2.02
90° 1.50 1.97
* Dennis (2000)
Head loss coefficient (K)
Table 2.1: Head loss coefficient (K) (Saiyudthong, 2003)
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level took place at all plane angles for unbenched manholes, as shown in Fig2.14. The travel time, however, rose linearly until a peak; afterwards, it droppedand remained almost constant. A surcharge threshold, in which a peak occursand travel time starts decreasing when surcharge increases, varied when theplane angles changed. It was clear that the surcharge threshold was very smallwhile the plane angle changed a little and the threshold increased when the planangle increased. For instance, the threshold for the plane angles of 0°, 30° and60° were about 50, 275 and 325 mm, respectively.
Sonnenwald et al. (2011), used the CRTD/deconvolution approach toinvestigate both the elevation of the threshold as well as how the mixingchanges with outlet angle, by quantifying the fraction of the flow short circuitingthe surcharge volume. He used the shape of the CRTD to provide some insight asto what might be occurring within the manhole. Fig 2.15 shows the potentialpath of jet as a result of the pipe direction studied by Sonnenwald et al. (2011).At the 0° outlet angle case, most of the jet passed straight through the manholewith the edges of the jet recirculating in the horizontal, while in the vertical,some of the flow goes into surcharged volume mixing. Most of the flowcontinues straight through the manhole, corresponding to the observed highproportion of short-circuiting. Meanwhile as the angle of pipe directionincreases, there is less direction of the jet towards the exit rather it impacts thewall. Correspondingly the main body of the jet also goes into vertical storagemixing and reduces the short-circuiting further. He concluded that as the pipedirection angle increases, more recirculation occurs resulting in a reduction inshort-circuiting.
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Figure 2.15: Diagram of potential path of jet. Flow is left to right, (Sonnenwald etal., 2011)
2.3.6 Manhole Modelling Software
The first computer models to describe the hydraulics of sewerage systemsemerged in the 1970s. The two earliest models were Storm Water ManagementModel (SWMM), developed by the US EPA (United States EnvironmentalProtection Agency), and Wallingford Storm Sewer Package (WASSP), developedby Hydraulic Research, Wallingford. The aims of these models were to provideinsights into the hydrodynamic performance of existing drainage networks andto plan sewer rehabilitation and new systems.
Most models are based on accepted mathematical relationships betweenphysical parameters. The ability of these models to accurately describe thecontribution of the physical characteristics of a sewerage network on the mixingof solutes is limited by lack of measurements quantifying the dominant
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mechanisms (Rutherford, 1994), they are based on the assumption that fullmixing occurs within manholes which recent research has shown to be incorrectas most had no mixing but simply advection.
Furthermore, greater environmental concern and tighter environmentalconstraints have led to the development of water quality models. These modelsare incorporated within existing hydrodynamic models to predict the transportof dissolved substances and sediments, and assess sewer flow quality. Theambition of this development is to predict the operation and response to anyproposed change of both the contributing systems and the receivingenvironment (Guymer and O'Brien, 1995). With greater environmental concern,sewerage system network models become a useful aid in deciding the mostcost-effective scheme among a number of proposals.
Mark et al. (1996), demonstrated an example of the use of the water qualitymodel to predict the transport of industry loadings in a sewer network ofLjubljana (Slovenia) under dry weather flow conditions. Their work consideredconservative pollutants and therefore the complex biological and chemicalprocesses of the pollutants during transport in the sewers could be neglected.The final calibrated model provided good simulations of the selected pollutant(ammonium) concentration, including temporal variations at several locationswithin the system.
The transport of dissolved substances in sewerage systems involves twoprocesses, which are advection and dispersion. However, some water qualitymodels transport the pollutants only by advection, such as SWMM and
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HydroWorks (now InfoWorks); they use the advection dispersion equationwhilst ignoring the dispersion effects caused by the urban drainagecomponents. There are others which also account for the effects of dispersion,such as MOUSE TRAP (DHI, 2000).
Recently, Guymer and Stovin (2011), showed that a deconvolution approachderived from systems theory may be applied to identify, from laboratory data,the CRTDs associated with surcharged manholes. Archive laboratory data werere-analyzed to demonstrate that the solute transport characteristics of asurcharged manhole with straight-through inflow and outlet pipes over a rangeof flow rates and surcharge depths may be modelled using just twodimensionless CRTDs, one for pre-threshold and the other for post-thresholdsurcharge depths. The model combines the derived manhole CRTDs with astandard (Gaussian) pipe dispersion model to provide temporal soluteconcentration profiles that are independent of both scale and the ratio of thepipe and manhole diameters. Recent research by Stovin et al. (2013) wascarried out to validate its application to differences in size and shape ofmanhole.
2.4 Energy Loss in Manholes2.4.1 Determination and ApplicationVarious methodologies have been postulated for evaluating losses at manholesand other flow junctions. The energy loss method is based on laboratory
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research and does not apply when the inflow pipe invert is above the waterlevel in the access hole.
Figure 2.16: Schematic diagram of headloss measurement across manhole
The energy loss encountered going from one pipe to another through an accesshole is commonly represented as being proportional to the velocity head of theoutlet pipe. Using K to represent the constant of proportionality, the Headloss,
ΔH, is approximated by equation 2.20.
ΔH = Kቆ
V଴ଶ2݃ቇ(2.20)
In the hydraulic design of urban drainage systems, equations of mass continuityand energy conservation are important. The headloss at a manhole, ΔH cantherefore be obtained as the difference between the two energy grade lineswhen projected to the centre of the manhole (Fig 2.16). The energy loss co-efficient, Ke is defined as follows:
ManholeManometers
MH
centreline
ΔH
Total head loss Headloss above HL from pipe
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K௘ = ∆E
ௗܸ
ଶ 2݃൘ (2.21)Where Vd: the cross-sectional mean flow velocity in the downstream pipe, g: thegravitational acceleration.
The Manual Energy Loss Method described above resulted from preliminaryexperimental and analytical techniques that focused on relatively simplemanhole layout and a small number of inflow pipes. Researchers however areattempting to find ways to cater for more complex arrangement. Other methodsto determine a more suitable way for analysis of complex access holes (i.e., withmany inflow pipes) have been developed. One of these complex methods,referred to as the Composite Energy Loss Method, is implemented in the FHWAstorm drain analysis and design package HYDRA (HYDRAIN, 1996). Details onthe method are described in the HYDRA program technical documentation andthe associated research report. This complex minor loss computation approachfocuses on the calculation of the energy loss from the inflow pipes to the outflowpipe. The methodology can be applied by determining the estimated energy lossthrough an access hole given a set of physical and hydraulic parameters.Computation of the energy loss allows determination and analysis of the energygrade line and hydraulic grade line in pipes upstream of the manhole.A lot of flood-analysis models have already been developed in constructionconsulting companies, universities and public research organizations. Someflood-analysis models, such as MOUSE, Info Works and SWMM have beengenerally used all over the world. Each formula describing the energy loss at a
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manhole in a storm sewer is, however, different from each software application,and consequently the results of simulation of prediction on inundation, floodarea and water depth on the ground surface in urban areas are also different.Arao and Kusuda (2005), explains that flood hazard maps are useful forinhabitants to evacuate in flood. However, flood hazard maps with water depthobtained by numerical simulation are not always correct enough to evacuatethem in flood. One of the reasons is that the energy loss at sewer manholes isn'tproperly taken into consideration in the calculation of the energy-grade lines instorm sewer pipes.
Arao and Kusuda (2005), therefore proposed a new formula on energy loss at atwo-way circular drop manhole with an inflow pipe and an outflow pipe. Theformula expresses the energy loss coefficient, KE under surcharged flow as afunction of non-dimensionalised independent variables and shape factor asshown in equation 2.22. It was assumed that the pipe slope is mild, and pipe andmanhole are circular in shape.
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Where Dm is the diameter of manhole, Du is the diameter of upstream pipe, Dd isthe diameter of downstream pipe, y is the water depth in manhole above theoutlet pipe invert, S is the level difference between the upstream anddownstream pipes, and Ɵ is the angle between the upstream and downstreampipes.
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Figure 2.17: Comparison of experimental results and calculated values byproposed equation, Arao and Kusuda (2005).
For a manhole with a straight pipe, the energy loss coefficient KE from theproposed equation was compared with the experimental results as shown in Fig2.17. For b/Dd = 1.8 and S/Dd = 0, the calculated values are within an error of ±50% of the measured ones. When h/Du > 4.0, the difference between thecalculated and measured values is small, and the measured values reachconstant, 0.16. For b/Dd =3.6 and h/Du < 1, the energy loss increasesconsiderably. The calculated values of energy loss are within an error of ± 20%of the measured values. When Dd/Du = 1 or Dd/Du = 1.2, and h/Du is from 2.5 to4.5, the measured energy loss coefficient, KE fairly increases and this result isout of the range. For S/Dd =0.5, when h/Du < 2.5, the difference of those valuesis large. When h/Du > 2.5, the calculated values are within an error of ± 20% ofthe measured values.
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However, because manholes can often have more than two pipes, Arao et al.(2011) carried out further experiments on energy losses at three-way circulardrop manholes based on the same assumptions that pipe slope is mild, and pipeand manhole circular in shape and a modified formula which is more accurate than
that in Urban Drainage Design Manual (USA, 2001) was proposed. They concludedthat for a three-way manhole, the energy loss considerably changes due to theratio of the diameter between the inflow pipes and an outflow pipe, the ratio offlow rate between those pipes, the water depth in a manhole, and drop gapsbetween those pipes.
On the other hand the energy loss due to the drop between the lateral anddownstream pipes at a three-way circular drop manhole is rather small. Theyconcluded that the proposed formula brings more precise flood hazard maps fordisaster prevention as calculated energy loss coefficients by the proposedformula in both straight through and lateral pipes reproduce their laboratorymeasured results (Arao et al., 2011).
Figure 2.18: Sewer Pipe Junctions tested by Marsalek (1984)
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2.4.2 Effect of Manhole Structural ConfigurationSeveral studies have been carried out on head losses at sewer junctions.Sangster (1958) and Archer et al. (1978) studied straight flow-throughjunctions with identical inflow and outflow pipe diameters for two particulargeometries. In both studies, the head loss coefficient was found to be constantfor a wide range of velocities and depended only on junction geometry.Marsalek (1984), focused on the effects of junction geometry on head losses inthe pressurized flow region, varying junction geometry by using threearrangements in square and circular manholes and by varying the ratio of themanhole size to the pipe diameter for one selected arrangement. Thearrangement is shown in Fig. 2.18, with M1, M2, and M3 representing mould 1-3respectively. He treated the sewer junction manhole loss as the sum of a suddenexpansion and sudden contraction loss. The experimental results for thedifferent geometries indicate that the losses at the straight-flow-throughjunctions are considerably smaller than the combined expansion-contractionloss. This finding follows from the fact that the main body of the stream crossingthe junction remains more or less intact. Only the outlying parts undergochanges in trajectories, which lead to energy losses. The junctions withbenching inside the manhole (M2 and M3) produced the lowest losses. The headloss obtained compared favourably with that obtained by Archer et al. (1978)and Sangster (1958). He came to the conclusion that the head losses at straight–flow-through junctions are proportional to the velocity head. The coefficient ofproportionality, the head loss coefficient was constant with a given geometry
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and with manhole benching extending to the crown; the loss coefficient wasreduced to 0.12-0.15 from 0.21-0.32 obtained in un-benched manhole.
Archer et al. (1978), conducted laboratory experiments on circular andrectangular manholes with benching; their results suggested that the variationsof head loss coefficient between the two types of manholes were not significantbut that rectangular manholes tended to have lower energy loss than circularmanholes. The effects of benching within manholes have been shown tointroduce a large influence on the recorded energy loss coefficient, examinedsquare and circular manholes with different benching arrangements (nobenching, half pipe depth benching and full depth benching). The study foundthat the unbenched manholes had double energy loss compared with those withfull depth benching. This observation also agreed with the experimental resultsof Johnston and Volker (1990). Benching could prevent the swirling within themanholes and reduce energy loss at low surcharge depths.
Saiyudthong (2003), study results showed that the energy loss was higher whenthere was a change in pipe direction in manhole structures. For instance, theenergy loss coefficient for a benched manhole with 60o deflection, i.e. thedifference in the angle of the pipes, was approximately six times the value for abenched manhole of the same diameter with no pipe deflection (Archer et al.,1978, Saiyudthong, 2003).
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2.4.3 Effects of SurchargePedersen and Mark (1990), described the velocity distribution for a free jet in astudy of head losses in surcharge manholes and showed from Albertson et al.(1950) , that the zone of flow establishment extends for a distance of 6.2 timesthe diameter of the inlet pipe.
Figure 2.19: Sketch of flow circulation in circular manhole, Pedersen and Mark(1990)
They explained that the inspection of the flow pattern in a circular manhole hadrevealed that the inflowing water behaves like a submerged jet, which entrainswater from the ambient fluid and increases the stream wise discharge throughthe manhole.
During steady state conditions, the outflow from the manhole equals the inflow,and hence the surplus discharge is rejected from the main flow before it leavesthe manhole. The entrained water is accelerated on account of the kinetic
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energy of the through-flowing water, and similarly is the energy of the surplusdischarge lost in the manhole as well. The energy transformation in thispersistent pumping mechanism is directly related to the entrance head loss inthe manhole. At the outlet from the manhole, the water is accelerated through avena contracta in the outlet pipe, and hence an ordinary expansion loss isencountered downstream the vena contracta (Fig 2.19).
By use of a simple jet theory for submerged jets entrance head loss wasevaluated. The exit head loss is calculated by use of the Carnot-formula
combined with an experimentally determined contraction coefficient ѱ. 
Coefficient ѱ is nearly a constant (around 0.6-0.7) with a weak dependency onthe effective flow area in the manhole. The latter has been determined as thearea in the jet that has an integrated discharge of Q (Pedersen and Mark, 1990).
Figure 2.20: Variations of energy loss coefficient with surcharge ratio for the218mm diameter manhole, (Lau, 2007)
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The variations of energy loss coeﬃcient with surcharge ratio for a 218 mm diameter manhole studied by Lau (2007) and Lau et al. (2008), is shown in Fig.2.20. The surcharge ratio “S” is the ratio of the surcharge depth to the manhole
diameter. A sharp transition of the energy loss coeﬃcient between the lower and higher surcharge volume is evident at a surcharge ratio of between 2.0 and2.5. At surcharge ratios below the threshold ratio, but above S = 0.7D, energy
loss coeﬃcients appear to increase slightly as a function of surcharge ratio. 
After the transition, the coeﬃcient values are reduced by half compared with 
the values in the pre‐threshold region, yielding a coeﬃcient value of around 0.45. At the lowest surcharge ratio considered in Figure 2.20, there are severaldata points that fall below the linear trend, with values less than 0.9. Thisphenomenon was similarly observed by Arao and Kusuda (1999)and Arao andKusuda (2005) as shown in Fig 2.17a , in the range of 0 to 0.5 surcharge ratio,
their data suggests that energy loss coeﬃcients increased rapidly with 
surcharge; beyond this region, the rate of increase began to ﬂatten oﬀ until the hydraulic transition point, marked by a sudden drop in the energy loss
coeﬃcient value, was reached. The relationship between energy loss coeﬃcient and surcharge ratio observed in the post-threshold region of Fig. 2.20 matches
the experimental ﬁndings of Arao and Kusuda (1999). Immediately after the 
hydraulic transition, the coeﬃcient values drop signiﬁcantly to around 0.45 and remains constant thereafter. This value appears to be consistent between thetwo sets of data, with the exception of the lowest discharge considered in Arao
and Kusuda (1999)(0.48 l/s), for which the values of the energy loss coeﬃcient are consistently lower than at other discharges.
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However, threshold depth for the hydraulic transition from Lau (2007) was S
=2.5D while that of  Arao and Kusuda (1999) was S =1.0D. This reﬂects the fact 
that the two studies have considered manholes with diﬀerent manhole diameter to pipe diameter ratios. Guymer et al. (2005) suggested that the threshold depthvaries as a linear function of the manhole diameter to pipe diameter ratio, andthat the value of the threshold depth can be approximately predicted byreference to jet theory. Regression through the origin gives the thresholdsurcharge depth, s’ = 0.258φm.
2.5 Summary
Mixing within the urban drainage system especially at manholes is complex.Although various studies have been carried out on effects of surchargevariations, pipe sizing and directions, benching, size and shapes of manhole, onmechanisms such as Mixing, Energy loss, Sedimentation, Longitudinaldispersion and Peak Concentration change, the results have not often beengeneralised due to limitations in the amount of data available for each study.The models used in the analysis of the data collected have also been continuallydeveloped to cater for the processes within the manhole; however more isneeded to be done to create a robust and more versatile tool in urban drainagepredictions and design.There is limited information about the hydraulics within a square manhole asmost research has been carried out using circular manholes. Due to the
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advantages presented in using a square manhole over circular manhole, it isnecessary to understand the hydraulic processes within this shape of manholeand incorporating this in sewer modelling software. The quest to properlyacquire the required data can therefore not be underestimated.
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3 Experimental Setup for Manhole Study
3.1 Overview of Experimental Facility
The experimental facility, depicted in Fig. 3.1, consists of a square manholecentrally placed along a horizontally-aligned 50 mm internal diameter and6.1 m long Perspex pipe each end, serving as inlet and outlet respectively. Thepipe extends on opposite sides of the manhole to create a straight through flow.The depth of water in the pipe was controlled with a sluice gate situated at itsdownstream end, allowing for the creation of different surcharge depths. A flowsystem consisting of a meter and pump was used to feed the setup, with watercontinuously recirculating from a sump with dimensions 2.0 x 2.0 x 1.0 m.Turner Designs CYCLOPS-7 fluorometers were used to measure tracerconcentrations within the system, with two placed on the inlet pipe and two onthe outlet pipe, resulting in a maximum measuring distance of 4.43 m. Fourmanometer tapings were placed both upstream and downstream to determinethe head loss across the system. At different flow rates and surcharge depths,data was collected with a computerised system. Three flow rates (0.71 l/s,1.17 l/s, 1.64 l/s) were considered. Each of these instruments is discussedfurther within this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: Laboratory Set up showing large manhole installation
Two different sizes of manhole were used. One has side dimensions of 388 mmby 388 mm to create a manhole length to pipe diameter ratio of 7.8, and isreferred to as large manhole. The other has side dimensions of 150 mm by150 mm to create a manhole length to pipe diameter ratio of 3.0, and is referredto as small manhole. These referrals are based on the classification studiespresented by Stovin et al. (2013). The dimensions of this manhole were within
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those stipulated in the Florida Department of Transportation (2000) Handbookand create a platform for similar comparison with previous studies on circularmanholes by Stovin et al. (2010a), Jones (2011) and Stovin et al. (2013).
3.1.1 Data Acquisition
Data was acquired on the Warwick water manhole rig using matlab codes. TheRig uses two National Instruments USB-6009 data acquisition cards. The firstcard is used to log upstream and downstream concentrations from fourseparate fluorometers. This card also sends output voltages proportional to atarget and measured flow rate to a proportional-integral-derivative (PID)controller, governing the rate of flow through the rig. The second card recordsflow rate and also sends a 5 V signal at specified times which is used to control adye injection system. All analogue inputs are measured in 'differential' mode onthe cards.
3.1.2 Flow Measurement and Control
A flow meter was installed on the outlet pipe from the sump, which measuresthe discharge entering the pipe. The flow meter comprises of anelectromagnetic Sitrans FM MAGFLO MAG 5100W and MAG 6000 transmitter,both manufactured by Siemens (Siemens AG, 2006). Faraday's law of Inductionis the principle behind the meter: the fluid acts as a conductor moving through a
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magnetic field, inducing a voltage which is directly proportional to the velocityof the fluid.
A Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller was wired to the pump. Atarget flow rate is sent to the drive, along with the present, measured flow ratefrom the electromagnetic flow meter. The drive calculates the differencebetween the target and measured flow rates to give an error, e (t). The pumpspeed is then adjusted based on the size of the error term, as follows:
ܥ݋ݎ݁ݎ ܿ݅ݐ݋݊ (ݐ) =ܭ௣ (݁ݐ) +ܭ௜∫ (݁ )߬݀߬+ܭௗ ௗ௘ௗ௧௧଴ (3.1)
Where correction(t) is the correction signal sent to the pump at time t, Kp is theproportional control coefficient, e(t) is the error term, or difference between thetarget flow rate and the measured flow rate, Ki is the integral controlcoefficient, τ is a dummy integration variable, and Kd is the derivative controlcoefficient. The particular controller used was a Control TechniquesCommander SKB 3400055, purchased specifically for the project (ControlTechniques Drives Ltd., 2006). Current and target flow rates were sent to thedrive every 0.1 s via MATLAB code and the National Instruments dataacquisition card discussed previously (Section 3.1.1). The rate at which thecurrent and target flow rates were sent to the drive could not be increasedwithout hindering the data acquisition process.
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3.1.3 Calibration of flow
The flow within the system was manually calibrated to determine the actualflow in and out of the system and the accuracy of the flow meter at the time ofthe experiment. A calibrated volumetric collection tank was used to collectwater from the outlet and the overflow, while a stop watch was used to recordthe time when the proposed volume was collected. For each flow rate, twomeasurements were taken and at least ten repeats of each to ensure accuracy.The first was to check the outflow volume i.e. when all the flow comes throughthe outlet pipe. The other, when there is an overflow, was to check the outletvolume from the overflow structure and the outlet pipe. The result of thecalibration is shown Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Calibration of flow meter
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Figure 3.3: Laboratory manometer and Vernier calliper set-up
3.1.4 Headloss Measurement
A system of manometer tubes, stilling tubes and digital Vernier calliper wasused to take the pressure measurements. Eight manometer tubes were fittedalong the length of the pipe, four on each side of the manhole. The four tubeswere located at a distance of 500 m from each other with the closest to themanhole being 556 mm and 675 mm from the entrance/exit of the manhole forthe large and small manhole respectively.
Each manometer tube is extended into a large diameter stilling tube. Thesetubes are 600 mm in height. The eight stilling tubes are attached in a row acrossa board above which a movable digital Vernier calliper is fitted. The Verniercalliper is lowered into each stilling tube to measure the level of water (Fig 3.3).For this experiment, measurements were taken in millimetres to the nearest0.01 mm. To ensure accuracy of measurement, the calliper is zeroed before each
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reading is taken. For each flow rate, the height of water at the eight points aremeasured and recorded. This is repeated three times, to ensure the values arean accurate reflection of the true value.
3.1.5 Dye Concentration Measurement
Four Turner Designs CYCLOPS-7 fluorometers were used to measure dyeconcentrations. Two were placed upstream and downstream at a distance of700 mm the centre of the pipe and the other two a further 1500 mm from them,with their tip flush with the base of the pipe. Turner Designs CYCLOPS-7Submersible Fluorometer is an accurate single channel detector that can beused for different applications. The instrument was used to detect dyefluorescence for each dye tracing experiment carried out. It was integrated intoa multi-parameter system as shown in Fig 3.4 and 3.5, to obtain its power and todeliver an output voltage to the system data logger, which is proportional to theconcentration of the fluorophore, particle or compound of interest. Whencalibrated with a standard of known concentration, the CYCLOPS-7 outputvoltage can be correlated to provide data of the actual concentration of thetarget fluorophore which in this case was a fluorescent dye Rhodamine WT,(Turner Designs, 2007).
The fluorometers have three gain settings; X1, X10 and X100 which refer to thesensitivity adjustment of the sensor. As the gain increases, the sensitivityincreases and the measurement range decreases. All three gain settings can be
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used but only one gain setting can be used at a time. For the experiments, theX10 gain provided the appropriate sensitivity for the range 0-100 ppb. Ifworking in very low concentration applications (<5 ppb Rhodamine WT), theX100 gain is recommended or if very high concentrations are expected (>80ppb rhodamine WT) the X1 gain is recommended.
Figure 3.4: Fluorometer indicator light and multi-parameter system
Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram for multi parameter system for cyclops-7fluorometers, Turner Designs (2007)
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Fluorescence is temperature sensitive. As the temperature of the sampleincreases, the fluorescence decreases. For greatest accuracy, the calibration andexperiments were carried out within the temperature range of 17.7 ± 3.5 oC.
3.1.6 Calibration of Fluorometers
Calibration of the fluorometers was carried out with Cyclops in-situ to obtainequations that represent their voltage readings in response to change inconcentration. Different sets of calibration were done to cater for pipe flowswithout the manhole installed as well as when the manhole was installed.However the same calibration procedure was used in both cases.The sump was filled with approximately 2.5 m3 of clean water. Rhodamine WTwas used as the tracer for the experiment. The neat Rhodamine WT dye wasestimated to have a concentration of 109 parts per billion. 5μl of neat dye was mixed with the sump to create a sump with concentration of 2 parts per billion(ppb). To ensure that the sump was properly mixed, the system was allowed torun for about 20 minutes at a high flow rate.After this a sample was taken from the sump and its concentration wasmeasured using a different 10AU Fluorometer and recorded, this was done todetermine the accurate concentration of dye within the sump also. The rig wasthen allowed to run for 10 min with the inserted fluorometers taking readings.These readings were logged within the computer attached to the rig. Theprocess above was repeated for each 20 ppb increase in sump concentration
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until the voltage measurements from the fluorometers were close to 5 volts. Thedata logged from each sump concentration was analysed. It was observed thatthe calibration results changed with time as shown in Fig 3.6 and 3.7. This canbe due to the temperature difference at the times and prolonged use of theCyclops in fluid. Therefore a new calibration was done before each new batch ofexperiments was carried out. Below are examples of these changes with dates.
Figure 3.6: Calibration results of four fluorometers on 14/11/2013.
Figure 3.7: Calibration results of four fluorometers on 21/02/2014.
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3.1.7 Dye Injection
A dye injection system that would create a steady injection and repeatability isneeded since repeat experiments would be carried out. A Watson Marlow 505Diperistaltic pump provided controlled injections of Rhodamine WT for all of thedye trace experiments (Watson-Marlow Bredel Pumps, n.d.). Two 313D pumpheads were fitted to the peristaltic pump to minimise pulsing, and these drewfluid from a 10 litre dye sump. For each injection a 5 V signal of differentdurations (2-15 seconds depending on type of experiment) was sent to theperistaltic pump at a specified time using the same MATLAB code and dataacquisition card used to acquire data. The 5 V signal was input directly to theremote control port on the pump and forced it to run at 300 rpm for thespecified duration of the signal. When the pump was stopped, a non-returnvalve ensured additional dye did not continue to seep into or out of the pipesystem.The injection point was fitted at a distance of 1.55 m before the first Cyclopswhich allows some mixing before fluorescence detection. Air bubbles trappedwithin the injection system are let out before any experiment so that the correctamount of dye goes into the system with the duration specified.The dye sump was made to a concentration of 2000 to 6000 ppb depending onthe type of measurement carried out and the flow rate. For overflowexperiments, a less concentrated sump is used but injections are performedover a longer duration of 15 seconds.
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The dye used for this experiment was Rhodamine WT. It is a reddish dye with amaximum excitation wavelength of 555 nm and a maximum emissionwavelength of 580 nm (Smart and Laidlaw, 1977). The fluorometers used in thisstudy generate excitation light with wavelengths around 555 nm. Emitted lightin the 580 nm range is detected by the fluorometers, and the intensity of thelight detected is proportional to the concentration of Rhodamine WT in solution.
3.1.8 Overflow Measurements
The overflow experiment required an addition at the top of the manhole. A thinplate, sharp edged weir was fitted around the top of the manhole (730 mmabove the soffit of the pipe) to allow the water overflow steadily over the topinto a stilling basin. The stilling basin was made of perplex and had dimension of570 mm by 500 mm. It is 115 mm deep and collects the overflowing water. Thebasin is fitted with a trough which conveys the water into the sump for mixingand recirculation. A fluorometer is placed inside the trough to record thefluorescence corresponding to the dye concentration at the overflow. Thefluorometer is of the same specification and settings as those used along thepipe. The schematic diagram of the overflow setting is shown in Fig 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of the overflow structure.
3.2 Types of Laboratory studiesThe experiments carried out during this research are subdivided into thefollowing:
 Pipe Flow Study (chapter 4)
 Square Manhole Study (chapter 5)
 Overflow Study (chapter 5)They are however summarised within this section.
3.2.1 Pipe Flow Study
This study was aimed at investigating the dispersion of tracer within a straightpipe. Full flowing conditions at different flow rates were investigated. Theheadloss along the flow was recorded and analysed. The trace data recordedwas analysed using various methods and compared to existing research. Orifice
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plates were also introduced along the length of flow and for each flow rate, theireffect on dispersion coefficient was quantified. Each experiment was carried outseveral times to ensure accuracy and an attempt to describe the relationshipbetween the headloss and dispersion coefficient was carried out.
3.2.2 Square Manhole Study
Two sizes of manhole were used in this study as mentioned earlier, utilising thesame procedures. Experiments were carried out to investigate tracer movementwithin the manhole over three different flow rates and a range of surcharges. Tocreate different surcharge levels, the water level within the manhole wasincreased by closing the sluice gate at the outlet end of the pipe. The effect ofthese increases on the head loss was also studied. More surcharge levels werecreated with the larger manhole than the smaller one, because a 1 mm stepclosing of the sluice gate results in greater depth of water within the smallermanhole than evident within the larger manhole.
3.2.3 Overflow Study
The study was aimed at observing and understanding the movement of thetracer when an overflow occurs, particularly caused by the split inconcentration at the outlet and overflow. Overflow study was carried out for
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both the large and small manhole. Two conditions of overflow wereinvestigated. One when the outlet is completed blocked and all the flow into themanhole goes out through the overflow. To achieve this, the sluice gate wascompletely closed. The other was when the flow into the manhole goes outthrough a split between the outlet pipe and the overflow. To create thiscondition, several positions of the sluice gate were considered until a desirableopening that allows for overflow conditions at all the flow rates was achieved.
3.2.4 Visualization of Experiment
Photographs and videos of the experiments were carried out for recordpurposes as well as acting as an aid to understanding the pattern of flow. Redfood dye was used as a tracer because of the large amount that would be neededfor good visibility and to avoid toxic and health hazards that might arise fromusing too much Rhodamine WT while disposing of the sump waste water. Thefood dye was diluted to a concentration of 1:6 and injected at a pulse of 4seconds.
A spot light was used to create better illumination, with white card used to blackout sides where rays of light might be reflected to the water within the manhole.For each experiment, two video cameras were used to record the dye movementwithin the manhole; one records the plan view, while the other records the sideelevation. The cameras were kept in place with the use of tripod stands. Bothcameras were connected to a computer to start the recording automatically and
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the images are displayed simultaneously on the screen. The recordings are timestamped which helps in splitting the entire recording into smaller recordingsbased on flow rate and surcharge levels.
This procedure was repeated twice for every flow rate and several water depthsthat represent the range of surcharge level considered in the actualexperiments.
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4 Pipe Mixing Study4.1 Experimental Specifications
The pipe mixing study was undertaken using the flow rig described earlier insection 3.1. To adapt the rig for this study, the manhole was removed and wasreplaced by a straight pipe as shown in Fig. 4.1. The aim of this study was todetermine longitudinal dispersion within the pipe when there is a clear pipe andwhen an orifice plate has been fixed along the flow path. Data from thefluorometers located at the upstream and downstream of the rig were logged ata frequency of 30 Hz. Several flow rates were considered. Each flow rate wasrepeated five times and the temperature within the sump throughout theexperiment was recorded. The data was analysed using various models in a bidto accurately describe the physical processes, especially focusing on dispersionand an attempt to relate the headloss to dispersion coefficient.The experiments were as follows:Experiment 1: Carried out on the straight pipe within the rig. Four manometertappings were placed on both the upstream and downstream ends of the pipe.Pressure at these points at different flow rates was recorded. The aim of thisexperiment is to determine the effect of head loss on travel time and dispersionin a straight pipe.Experiment 2: The same set up as above was used. The difference in this casewas the introduction of an orifice plate midway between the upstream anddownstream end of the pipe. Two different diameters of orifice plate (35 mm
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and 25 mm) were used. The aim of this experiment was to determine the changein pressure, travel time and dispersion due to the presence of the orifice plate.
Figure 4.1: Experimental set up for flow in straight pipe
4.1.1 Dye Concentration and Injection
Neat Rhodamine WT was mixed with water to create a standard concentrationof between 800 and 1000 ppb. A dye injection pump was fixed to the rig suchthat it injects dye at some distance before the upstream fluorometer. UsingMatlab codes the dye was injected at 60s after the start of each experimentalrun for a 2s duration. The same process was repeated for each repeat run offlow rate. The injected dye then disperses with the flow along the pipe from theupstream to the downstream end.
4.1.2 Flow Rate Measurement
Full pipe flow experiments were carried out between flows of 0.6 l/s and 2.0 l/swith ‘no orifice’ inserted along the line of flow. An end control sluice gate was
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fixed to the outlet of the pipe to create full pipe conditions at 0.6 l/s. Each flowrate was carried out for duration of 180s with an initial and final wait time of10s and was repeated for four times.
Table 4.1: Reynolds Number obtained in system at flows studied
Flow Rate(m3/s) 0.0006 0.0008 0.0010 0.0012 0.0014 0.0016 0.0018 0.0020ReynoldsNumber 13521 18028 22535 27042 31549 36056 40563 45070TheoreticalFrictionFactor
0.028 0.026 0.024 0.023 0.022 0.022 0.021 0.020
4.1.3 Orifice Plate
The orifice plate acted as constriction in the line of flow. At this point the area offlow is reduced leading to an increase in velocity. There were four manometerpositions before the orifice plate and they are referred to as upstream while thefour manometer positions after the orifice plate are referred to as downstream.For the 35 mm orifice plate, flow rates between 0.6 l/s and 2.0 l/s were studiedwhile for the 25 mm orifice plate, flow rates of 0.6 l/s to 1.0 l/s were studied. Itwas visually observed that the jet created by the constriction dissipated afterabout 0.70 m downstream.
4.1.4 Reynolds Number
The values of Reynolds number and friction factor is shown in Table 4.1. Theflow in the pipe was turbulent with the Reynolds number obtained having
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values of 13,521 at 0.6 l/s flow rate and 45,070 at a flow rate of 2.0 l/s. In orderto validate the laboratory result against expected theoretical values of frictionfactor, the Moody’s diagram was used. The theoretical values of friction factorwere obtained by applying the Reynolds’s number of the flow, and theroughness factor k for Perspex pipe which is 0.00025 mm in the Moody’s chartwhich gave values ranging from 0.028 at 0.6 l/s to 0.02 at 2.0 l/s. The average ofthe values was 0.023.
4.2 Pre-Processing of Data
All tracer data recorded was subjected to some pre-processing steps to identifythe actual trace data that represents the observations required. These stepswere carried out using MATLAB codes which allow for repeatability and takesfar much less time than using excel or by manual calculation. The steps areexplained below.
4.2.1 Background Concentration Removal
Data logged into the computer was in volts. The equation derived from thecalibration of fluorometers was applied to each voltage recorded to obtain theinstantaneous quantity of dye in parts per billion (ppb). The time taken to runeach experiment was recorded in seconds.
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An apparent or real fluorescence background in water samples taken for dyeanalysis can cause several problems in tracer studies. It may mask very lowconcentrations of the tracer or cause apparent recoveries to be in excess of100% in quantitative work. The two major sources of background are naturalfluorescence and suspended sediment.
It is likely the water flowing through the pipe has background fluorescence fromprevious experiments, it was therefore necessary to remove the fluorescencepresent in the water. This initial fluorescence could be from the water in thesump, dye already present in the system or the combination of both from thetrace data. For each experimental run, an initial wait time of 10 seconds wasallowed and dye injection at 60 seconds from start. To determine thebackground concentration value using MATLAB codes, the average of thereadings between the 11th second to the 60th second was taken as thebackground concentration. A matrix of this mean value was created andremoved from the matrix of the measured data to obtain a backgroundconcentration free data set. The same procedure was repeated for eachexperimental run.
4.2.2 Start and End Point Determination
Voltage output from fluorometers was logged through the duration of eachexperiment. This implies that data was recorded before the first trace of dyereached the upstream fluorometer and after the last trace left the downstreamfluorometers. If the data was plotted directly it would consists of long tails of
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very low concentrations, and in analysis it will significantly alter the varianceand dispersion coefficient results. Therefore for each run, the data tracerepresenting the period between the first arrival and departure from eachfluorescent measuring point needed to be determined. To achieve these, themethod described by Hart (2013) was adopted. The method defines the startand end locations as a point at which the signal drops below a certainpercentage of the profile’s peak concentration. The approach adopted was todefine the start and the end locations as the point at which ten consecutive datapoints fell below a certain percentage of the peak. The goal of choosing whatpercentage of the peak to use is to find a value that incorporates the wholeconcentration profile, whilst minimising the amount of background scatterincluded. For this experiment, cut off values of 1.0% and 3.0% of the peakconcentration was used as determinant of the start and end point.
Table 4.2: Average Mass Recoveries due to Cut-off Point
Q (l/s) 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0Cut Off (%) Mass Recovery (%)1.0 103 103 103 101 102 101 101 1013.0 99 100 102 100 100 100 100 100
For each of these, the mass recovery was calculated as means of determining theaccuracy of the obtained trace. Table 4.2 shows the average mass recovery offour repeats for both cut-off points. At 1.0%, the mass recovery was over 100%at all flow rates but at 3.0%, 6 out of 8 of the mass recoveries were equal to100%. 3.0% of the peak concentration was therefore used as the cut-off valueto determine the start and end point of the trace.
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4.2.3 Filtering and Grouping
The data recovered from the above process sometimes contain outliers withinthem. These are data that are significantly out of place, mostly negative values. Amatlab code was written to identify these outliers, remove them and replacethem with new values. The new values are an interpolation of the value beforeand after the outlier. In places where there are two or more consecutiveoutliers, the program searches wider and performs double interpolation withpositive values bordering the outliers.
Data recordings were taken at a frequency of 30 Hz. Figure 4.2 shows anexample of concentration data before and after pre-processing.
The data was grouped according to the flow paths and measuring distances. Thedistances are referred to as ‘Reaches’. The classification is listed below and inFig 4.1.
1. Reach 1: Upstream 1 to Upstream 22. Reach 2: Upstream 2 to Downstream 13. Reach 3: Downstream 1 to Downstream 24. Reach 4: Upstream 1 to Downstream 2
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(a) Raw Data
(b) Data after pre-processingFigure 4.2: Sample concentration profile plot
4.3 Headloss
Each manometer position described previously had a tube that was connectedto a stilling cylinder which had a larger diameter than the tube. The height of the
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water in the stilling cylinder was measured using an automated calibratedcalliper.
4.3.1 No Orifice Flow
For flow rates ranging from 0.6 l/s to 2.0 l/s, the height of water in themanometer tubes was measured and recorded. This was repeated four times foreach flow rate (deviation of ±0.003m) and the average value was used as therepresentative height of water at that flow rate. The head loss in the pipe wasdefined as a difference in pressure between two distances along the length of apipe. For each flow rate, the height of water at the eight manometer positionswas plotted against the location/position of the manometer positions as shownin Fig. 4.3. The gradient of each which represents headloss/length (hf/l) wasobtained and subsequently the headloss by multiplying the value with thelength of the measuring distance. The headloss values ranged from 0.014m at 0.6l/s to 0.106m at 2.0 l/s for the full length of pipe (4.5 m). The values obtainedwere plotted against the discharge and also the velocity head given by ௏మ
ଶ௚
wherev is the velocity of flow and g is the acceleration due to gravity as shown in Fig4.4. Substituting the obtained values and parameters in the Darcy-Weisbachequation gave a friction factor value of 0.023 which agrees with the theoreticalvalue obtained using Reynolds number. This implies that the head lossoccurring in the pipe is solely due to friction along the wall of the pipe. The R-squared (R2) values denoting goodness of fit of the hf/l plots are shown in Table4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Height of water in manometer measured along length of pipe
(a) Flow rate Q
(b) Velocity headFigure 4.4: Headloss variation with head in no orifice flow
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Table 4.3: Goodness of fit of Hydraulic Grade line
Q (l/s) 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00
R2 0.988 0.993 0.995 0.978 0.996 0.995 0.994 0.993
Figure 4.5: The slope of the pipe
 Water surface slope S =δy/δx = 0.25 
Figure 4.6 Comparison of measured and calculated headloss, no orifice flow
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Daisy-Weisbach relates the pressure difference or head loss due to frictionalong a pipe as
ℎ௙ = ஽݂ . ௅஽ . ௏మଶ௚ (4.1)
ℎ௙ = ଼௙ವ௅ொమ௚గమ஽ఱ (4.2)The horizontal slope of the pipe was determined using the potential differenceas shown in Fig. 4.5. An attempt was made to predict the theoretical value of theheadloss using the slope of the graph (Fig. 4.5), the velocity head and thefrictional factor. A plot of the experimental and theoretical value is shown in Fig.4.6. It can be concluded that the plots and measurements are reliable andcomply with Darcy-Weisbach theory.
4.3.2 35 mm orifice Plate
For each flow rate, the height of water at the eight manometer positions wasplotted against the manometer positions as shown in Fig. 4.7. The presence ofan orifice plate along the line of flow causes a sudden reduction in area, leadingto entry and exit losses. It was observed that there was a build-up of pressure atthe upstream end of the pipe before the orifice plate; this is evident in the valuesrecorded at the upstream manometers as they were considerable higher thanthose measured without the orifice plate in place. Values of measured head ofwater varied from a minimum of 0.026 m at the downstream to a maximum of0.068 m upstream at 0.6 l/s and a minimum of 0.043 m to a maximum of 0.359m at 2.0 l/s. The total head loss in the pipe at each flow rate, which is the
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combination of frictional losses as well as losses across the orifice plate, wasobtained by inserting the distances at the beginning and the end of the pipe intothe equations of the best fit lines at the upstream and downstream respectively,and obtaining the head difference. The total headloss changes with dischargeare shown in Fig. 4.8.
To obtain the losses across the orifice plate, plots of the height of water in theupstream manometers against the manometer positions as well as the height ofwater in the downstream manometers against the manometer positions wasplotted on the same graph. The gradient of each plot was projected to theposition of the orifice plate and the difference in height was calculated as thehead loss across the orifice plate. The variations of the total headloss and theheadloss across the orifice plate with the velocity head is shown in Fig. 4.9. Itshows that the orifice plate contributed significantly to the headloss across theentire system.
Figure 4.10 show the comparison of the experimental value with the theoreticalvalue of headloss within the system was calculated (Som and Biswas, 2008),using
ܳ = ܥௗܣ଴ඥ2݃ܪ (4.3)
Where ܥௗ = ଵ
ଵ.଻ିಲబ
ಲ
(4.4)
Where Q = Inflow, Cd=Discharge coefficient, A0=Area of orifice opening, A=Cross sectional area of pipe, g=Acceleration due to gravity, H=Headloss
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Figure 4.7: Height of water in manometers along pipe, 35 mm orifice plate
Figure 4.8: Variation of total headloss with flow rate, 35 mm orifice plate
Figure 4.9: Variation of headloss with velocity head across 35 mm orifice plate
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of measured and calculated headloss (Eqn. 4.3), 35mm orifice plate
4.3.3 25 mm Orifice Plate
A 25mm orifice plate was used to replace the 35mm orifice plate at the sameposition, in order to compare the effect a smaller diameter will have on the flow.Using the same eight manometers as described under flow in straight throughpipe, head loss measurement were taken for flow rates of 0.6 l/s, 0.8 l/s and 1.0l/s. Only three flow rates could be measured because at higher flow rates, therewas a build-up of pressure at the upstream end of the pipe before the orificeplate and the resultant height of water at the manometer tubes would result inspills with the existing laboratory system.The same process of analysis as for the 35mm orifice plate was carried out. Foreach flow rate, the height of water at the eight manometer positions was plottedagainst the manometer positions as shown in Fig. 4.11. Here a greater drop inheight of water was obvious between the upstream and downstream
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manometers. Values recorded varied from a minimum of 0.026m at thedownstream to a maximum of 0.181m upstream at 0.6 l/s and a minimum of0.037m to a maximum of 0.432m at 1.0 l/s. The total headloss changes over thefull length of pipe (4.5 m) with discharge are shown in Fig. 4.12.
The variations of the total headloss and the headloss across the orifice platewith the velocity head is shown in Fig. 4.13. It shows that the orifice platecontributed significantly to the headloss across the entire system.
Figure 4.14 shows the comparison of the experimental value of headloss withthe theoretical value of headloss within the system was calculated usingequation 4.3.
Figure 4.11: Height of water at the eight manometers, 25mm Orifice plate
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Figure 4.12: Variation of headloss with flow, 25mm Orifice Plate
Figure 4.13: Variation of headloss with velocity head, 25mm Orifice Plate
Figure 4.14: Comparison of measured and calculated headloss (Eqn.4.3), 25mm orifice plate
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4.4 Mass Recovery
The mass recovery ratio for the solute tracing experiment which signifies theamount of dye input recovered at the downstream end was high with valuesranging from 93% to 108% (Fig.4.15). For the no orifice flow, and the orificeplate insertions considered, the average values of mass recovery rangedbetween 98% and 102%. This implies that the amount of dye injected upstreamwas transported and fully recovered downstream along the length of pipe.
4.5 Optimisation using Advection-Diffusion Equation (ADE)
The optimised ADE analysis uses the data recorded at the upstream measuringpoint to predict the downstream profile. This predicted profile is then comparedto the recorded downstream data and the goodness of fit, measured by the R-squared value is calculated. Fig 4.16 shows sample concentration distributionprofiles for all three types of experiment carried out. The profile shows theactual trace after background removal and the determination of start and endpoints. Fig. 4.16a &b represents data at 2.0 l/s while Fig. 4.16c represents dataat 1.0 l/s (highest flow rate). The downstream curves are almost Gaussian inshape as expected of a pipe flow. The downstream peak is also slightlyattenuated. However the prediction accurately fits the downstream profile. TheADE dispersion parameter obtained by the application of the ADE model to thelaboratory data produced predictions with excellent R2 values. The R-squaredvalues ranged from 0.991 to 0.999 with a majority having values of 0.999. The
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closer the R-squared value is to 1.0, the more accurate the ADE analysis hasbeen able to predict the behaviour of the flow downstream. A summary of theresults is presented in Table 4.4.
(a) Full pipe flow
(b)35 mm orifice plate
(c)25 mm orifice plateFigure 4.15: Mass recovery values across length of pipe
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(a) No orifice flow, Q = 2.0 l/s
(b) 35 mm orifice plate, Q = 2.0 l/s
(c) 25 mm orifice plate, Q = 1.0 l/sFigure 4.16: Sample concentration profile distributions, with ADE downstreamprediction (Reach 2); (a) Q= 2.0 l/s, (b) Q=2.0 l/s, (c) Q=1.0 l/s
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Table 4.4: Summary from dye tracing analysis
Reach 1 Reach 2 Reach 3 Reach 4
No Orifice
Q (l/s) Q (m3/s) MB (%) ࢚̅(s) Dxx (m2/s) R2 MB (%) ࢚̅(s) Dxx (m2/s) R2 MB (%) ࢚̅(s) Dxx (m2/s) R2 MB (%) ࢚̅(s) Dxx (m2/s) R2
0.6 0.0006 100 4.7 0.0040 0.996 98 4.4 0.0043 0.997 101 4.8 0.0044 0.997 99 13.9 0.0045 0.993
0.8 0.0008 99 3.5 0.0045 0.997 100 3.3 0.0056 0.998 101 3.7 0.0063 0.998 100 10.5 0.0058 0.998
1.0 0.001 101 2.8 0.0049 0.997 100 2.7 0.0055 0.997 102 2.9 0.0077 0.999 103 8.5 0.0060 0.998
1.2 0.0012 99 2.4 0.0048 0.998 98 2.2 0.0107 0.999 103 2.4 0.0078 0.999 100 7.1 0.0078 0.999
1.4 0.0014 99 2.1 0.0090 0.998 101 1.9 0.0121 0.999 101 2.1 0.0097 0.999 101 6.1 0.0102 0.999
1.6 0.0016 101 1.8 0.0080 0.997 99 1.7 0.0119 0.999 100 1.8 0.0129 0.999 100 5.3 0.0103 0.999
1.8 0.0018 100 1.6 0.0052 0.999 100 1.5 0.0161 0.999 101 1.6 0.0139 0.999 101 4.7 0.0118 0.999
2.0 0.002 99 1.4 0.0132 0.999 101 1.4 0.0173 0.999 101 1.5 0.0187 0.999 101 4.3 0.0148 0.999
35mm Orifice
Q (l/s) Q (m3/s) MB (%) ࢚̅(s) Dxx (m2/s) R2 MB (%) ࢚̅(s) Dxx (m2/s) R2 MB (%) ࢚̅(s) Dxx (m2/s) R2 MB (%) ࢚̅(s) Dxx (m2/s) R2
0.6 0.0006 99 4.6 0.0032 0.996 102 4.3 0.0050 0.998 100 4.8 0.0041 0.998 101 13.7 0.0044 0.992
0.8 0.0008 99 3.5 0.0062 0.997 102 3.2 0.0063 0.998 100 3.7 0.0061 0.999 101 10.5 0.0063 0.997
1.0 0.001 100 2.8 0.0052 0.998 101 2.7 0.0096 0.999 100 2.9 0.0074 0.999 101 8.4 0.0075 0.996
1.2 0.0012 95 2.3 0.0071 0.998 101 2.2 0.0109 0.999 100 2.5 0.0093 0.998 97 7.0 0.0094 0.996
1.4 0.0014 100 2.0 0.0069 0.998 98 1.9 0.0136 0.998 102 2.1 0.0111 0.999 100 6.1 0.0102 0.999
1.6 0.0016 100 1.7 0.0079 0.999 99 1.7 0.0158 0.999 101 1.9 0.0118 0.999 99 5.3 0.0124 0.999
1.8 0.0018 100 1.6 0.0081 0.997 101 1.5 0.0173 0.999 100 1.6 0.0138 0.999 101 4.7 0.0132 0.999
2.0 0.002 99 1.4 0.0100 0.998 100 1.3 0.0187 0.999 101 1.5 0.0171 1.000 100 4.3 0.0137 0.999
25mm Orifice
Q (l/s) Q (m3/s) MB (%) ࢚̅(s) Dxx (m2/s) R2 MB (%) ࢚̅(s) Dxx (m2/s) R2 MB (%) ࢚̅(s) Dxx (m2/s) R2 MB (%) ࢚̅(s) Dxx (m2/s) R2
0.6 0.0006 96 4.6 0.0046 0.993 100 4.3 0.0056 0.993 107 4.9 0.0042 0.994 102 13.8 0.0053 0.992
0.8 0.0008 100 3.5 0.0051 0.999 99 3.2 0.0080 0.998 101 3.7 0.0049 0.998 100 10.5 0.0064 0.996
1.0 0.001 97 2.9 0.0070 0.996 103 2.6 0.0095 0.997 100 3.0 0.0078 0.999 99 8.5 0.0083 0.998
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4.5.1 No Orifice Flow
4.5.1.1 Travel Time and VelocityThe travel time between the two measuring points ranged from 13.9s to 4.25sas flow rate increased. The values decreased as the flow rate increased butincreased as the reach distances increased. To fit a straight line to represent therelationship between the travel time values and the flow rate, the travel timevalues were plotted against the inverse of the flow rate as shown in Fig 4.17.The slope of the graph is 0.0084 m3.
The velocity calculated using the travel time obtained from the moment areamethod ranged from an average value of 0.319 m/s at flow rate of 0.6 l/s to anaverage value of 1.044 m/s at a flow rate of 2.0 l/s. As expected, for each flowrate, the average value of the velocities at reach 1, 2 and 3 represented by Uavewas equal to the velocity value at reach 4 which represents the total lengthbetween the first and last fluorescent measuring points. This implies that datacollected over reach 4 can accurately give an overview of fluid flow behaviour inthe system. In addition for all flow rates, the average value of the velocities(Uave) was compared with the velocity of the system calculated using the flowrate and the cross sectional area of the pipe, Ubar. It was observed that thevelocity values obtained by the travel time method was slightly higher than thevelocity values obtained by cross sectional area. The plot comparison in Fig.4.18shows that Uave is about 2.6% higher than Ubar.
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Figure 4.17: Variation of travel time with flow rates using ADE, no orifice flow
Figure 4.18: Variation of velocity with flow rates using ADE, no orifice flow
4.5.1.2 DispersionThe values of longitudinal dispersion coefficient obtained from ADE varied from0.0040 m2/s obtained at reach 1 for 0.6 l/s and 0.0187 m2/s obtained at reach 3at 2.0 l/s (Fig.4.19). However across the total measuring length, the dispersioncoefficient was 0.0042 m2/s for 0.6 l/s, and 0.0148 m2/s for 2.0 l/s. As Taylor(1954) predicted (Eqn. 2.4), a linear trend of increase in dispersion coefficientvalues as the flow rate increased was observed. At each flow rate, the dispersioncoefficient values in reach 1 and 2 were close in value but the values at reach 3
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were significantly higher than reach 1 and 2. This could be because at this reachthe cloud of tracer dye left in the pipe are in very small quantities per length ofpipe. Similarly, as with the velocity results, the average of the dispersioncoefficient values at reach 1, 2 and 3 was equal to the value of dispersion atreach 4. An average of these dispersion coefficient values was therefore used torepresent the dispersion occurring within the system (Fig. 4.20).
Figure 4.19: Variation of dispersion coefficient across each reach using ADE, noorifice flow
Figure 4.20: Variation of dispersion coefficient with flow using ADE, No orificeflow
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Verification
The values of dispersion coefficient obtained from the trace data were verifiedagainst the theoretical value of dispersion coefficient that is expected by theapplication of Taylor’s theory (Taylor, 1954), which defines Dispersioncoefficient DL as
ܦ௅ = 10.1ܽݑ∗ = 10.1ܽݑതට௙ಽ଼ (4.5)Where a= radius of pipe (m), u*= shear velocity (m/s), ݑത=velocity of flow(m/s), fL = friction factor.
The theoretical values of “fL ” were obtained by applying the Reynolds’s numberof the flow, and the roughness factor k for Perspex pipe which is 0.00025mm inthe Moody’s chart. The f L values ranging from 0.028 at 0.6 l/s to 0.02 at 2.0 l/sas shown in Table 4.1. These values were used to calculate the theoretical valueof dispersion coefficient for the pipe. From the laboratory head lossmeasurement, the head loss in the pipe was plotted against the velocity head(Fig. 4.4), the gradient of the slope was applied to Eqn. 4.1 to obtain the frictionfactor which was 0.23. This value equals the average of the theoretical valuesobtained. The expected theoretical values and the experimental values ofdispersion coefficient are plotted in the Fig. 4.21. Comparison of the resultsshows that the experimental results were slightly higher by 2.5% with agoodness of fit of 0.9372. It can be concluded that for the given laboratory set-up, the Taylor’s prediction is a good representation of experimental values.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical dispersion coefficient,no orifice flow
4.5.2 35 mm Orifice Plate
4.5.2.1 Travel Time and VelocityThe travel time from ADE application between the two measuring points rangedfrom 13.718s to 4.268s as flow rate increased. The values decreased as the flowrate increased. To fit a straight line to represent the relationship between thetravel time values and the flow rate, the travel time values were plotted againstthe inverse of the flow rate as shown in Fig. 4.22a. The slope of the graph is0.0083 which is 0.0001 lower than a flow without orifice plate implying thatoverall, the presence of the plate slightly reduces the travel time.
Velocity obtained from travel time along the length of pipe as well as across theorifice plate was calculated from trace results. As for the no orifice flow, for each
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flow rate, the average value of the velocities at reach 1, 2 and 3 represented byUave was equal to the velocity value at reach 4 which represents the total lengthbetween the first and last fluorescence measuring points. This implies that datacollected across reach 4 can accurately give an overview of fluid flow behaviourin the system. The average velocity along the length of pipe was 0.325 m/s for0.6 l/s and 1.042 m/s for 2.0 l/s. On the other hand the velocity across theorifice (Reach 2) was slightly higher with values of 0.329 m/s for 0.6 l/s and1.062 m/s for 2.0 l/s. In addition for all flow rates, the average value of thevelocities (Uave) and the velocity across the orifice plate (Uorifice) was comparedwith the expected velocity of the system calculated using the flow rate and thecross sectional area of the pipe represented by Ubar. It was observed that thevelocity values obtained by travel time method were slightly higher than thevelocity values obtained by cross sectional area. The plot comparison in Fig.4.22b shows that this difference is about 3.2% for total length and 4.7% acrossthe orifice plate (Reach 2). The presence of the orifice plate reduces the crosssectional area, and because of flow continuity, velocity increases. It is importantto note that the flow along the pipe wasn’t of uniform velocity due to change inarea. The relationship between the flow rates and the velocities due tocontinuity (Ubar), velocity due to travel time (Uave) and velocity across orificeplate (Uorifice) is shown in Fig. 4.22b.
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(a) Travel Time
(b) Velocity
Figure 4.22: Variation of travel time and velocities with flow rate using ADE, 35mm Orifice Plate
4.5.2.2 DispersionThe average of four repeat tests obtained was used as a representative value ofdispersion coefficient at each flow rate. The values of dispersion coefficientvaried from an average value of 0.0032 m2/s at reach 1 for 0.6 l/s to an averagevalue of 0.0171 m2/s at reach 3 for 2.0 l/s (Fig. 4.23). Dispersion in reach 1 was
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the lowest of all the reaches because reach 1 is close to the injection point withminimal mixing occurring whereas reach 3 and 4 had similar values ofdispersion. The highest values of dispersion coefficient was at reach 2 due to thepresence of the orifice plate. It was observed that the value of dispersioncoefficient increased as the flow rate increased.
Figure 4.23: Variations of dispersion coefficient at each reach using ADE, 35mmorifice plate
Figure 4.24: Variation of dispersion coefficient with flow rate along total lengthand across orifice plate using ADE, 35mm Orifice plate
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The value of dispersion coefficient obtained across the orifice plate was higherthan the dispersion coefficient across the total length of the pipe as shown inFig. 4.24. Both values were however higher than those obtained when the orificeplate was not inserted (Fig. 4.19 & Fig. 4.20). It was noted that the jet created bythe orifice contributes to the increase in the velocity along the pipe.
This can be explained using equation (4.5) which shows that dispersioncoefficient DL is dependent on both the radius and the velocity. The reduction inarea leads to more transverse velocity variation and less cross sectional uniformvelocity subsequently leading to an increase in dispersion.
4.5.3 25mm Orifice Plate
4.5.3.1 Travel Time and VelocityThe travel time obtained by the ADE method when a 25 mm orifice plate wasinserted along the line of flow has values of 13.83 s for 0.6 l/s and 8.49 s for1.0 l/s. Only three flow rates (with orifice in) can be accommodated by thelaboratory set-up. A plot of these values against the inverse of flow rate gave aslope of 0.0084 (Fig 4.25a). The value of the slope is the same as that obtainedfor no orifice flow. Limitations of test procedures meant only low flows aretested; there is no clear indication that at higher flow rates, the slope might bedifferent. However it is a significant representation of the movement of traceralong the pipe.
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For each flow rate, the average value of the velocities at reach 1, 2 and 3represented by Uave was equal to the velocity value at reach 4 which representsthe total length between the first and last fluorescence measuring points. Thisimplies that data collected at reach 4 can accurately give an overview of fluidflow behaviour in the system. In addition for all flow rates, the average value ofthe velocities due to travel time (Uave) and the velocity across the orifice plate(Uorifice) was compared with the velocity (due to continuity) of the systemcalculated using the flow rate and the cross sectional area of the piperepresented by Ubar. It was observed that the velocity values obtained by traveltime method were higher than the velocity values obtained by cross sectionalarea by 4.1 % and 7.5% across the orifice (Fig 4.25b). It is important to notethat the flow along and across the pipe wasn’t of uniform velocity due to changein area.
4.5.3.2 DispersionThe average of four repeat data obtained was used as a representative value ofdispersion coefficient at each flow rate. The values of dispersion coefficientvaried from an average value of 0.0046 m2/s at reach 1 for 0.6 l/s to an averagevalue of 0.0095 m2/s at reach 2 for 1.0 l/s (Fig 4.26). It was observed that thevalue of dispersion coefficient increased as the flow rate increased as predictedby Taylor’s theory; with the dispersion coefficient across the orifice plate beinghigher than that across the length of the pipe (Fig.4.27).
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(a) Travel Time
(b) VelocityFigure 4.25: Variation of travel time and velocities with flow rate using ADE, 25mm Orifice Plate*U(ave) = Velocity of dye, U(bar) = Q/A, U(orifice) = Velocity across orifice
Figure 4.26: Variations of dispersion coefficient at each reach using ADE, 25mmorifice plate
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Figure 4.27: Variation of dispersion coefficient with flow rate along total lengthand across orifice plate using ADE, 25mm Orifice plate
Figure 4.28: Dispersion coefficient values at different conditions of flow, ADE
In comparison with dispersion in no orifice pipe, there was an increase of 17.5%along the length of pipe and 40% across the orifice plate. This difference can beattributed to the change in area created by the orifice plate which reduces thearea of flow by half.
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A comparison of the dispersion coefficient along the total length of pipe for thedifferent conditions of flow is shown in Fig. 4.28. The values had standarddeviations ranging in between 0.0006 and 0.0014.
An initial investigation by this study shows that the presence of an orifice platein the line of flow increases the dispersion across the region where it ispositioned; however the effect is reduced across the total length of pipe (Fig4.28). The smaller the diameter of the orifice plate, the larger the dispersioncoefficient occurring within the system.
4.6 Cumulative Residence Time Distributions (CRTDs)
The temporal concentration distribution data was also analysed using theDeconvolution software by Stovin et al. (2010b) to obtain the Residence TimeDistribution (RTD) and predict a downstream profile distribution. Fig. 4.29shows a sample concentration distribution profile for all three types ofexperiment. The downstream concentration profiles are almost Gaussian inshape and the prediction adequately fits the downstream profile for all threetypes of experiments. The goodness-of-fit of the predictions were measured andthe CRTDs were obtained. The travel time was normalised as a product ofactual travel time and flow rate divided by the volume of flow to give a non-dimensional comparison. Fig. 4.30-4.32 shows the average of four repeatsCRTDs for each flow rate at the actual and normalised time for the three types ofexperiment carried out. At actual time, the CRTDs all have a steep rise but with
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the rise starting at different times. However when the time is normalised bymultiplying individual time by flow rate (Q)/Volume (V), the curves collapseinto one implying that with they can be represented by a single curve. The traveltimes when 10% of the mass (t10), 50% of the mass (t50) and 90% of the mass(t90) had passed through was obtained for both the actual and normalised timeas shown in Table 4.5-4.7. A plot of the t50 travel time against the reciprocal ofthe flow rate gave the same slope and equation for predicting time (t) as thatobtained using ADE. The values were 0.0084 s2/m3 for no orifice flow and0.0083 s2/m3 for flows through 35mm orifice and 25mm orifice respectively. Asthe percentiles increased, normalised time increased (i.e. t90>t50>t10), however,the values only have slight deviation with increase in flow rate at thesepercentiles, as well as across the three types of experiment. For example for 0.6l/s, 10% of the mass had passed through at normalised time of 0.87, 0.86 and0.87 respectively for no orifice flow, 35 mm orifice plate and 25 mm orifice platerespectively.
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(a) No orifice flow
(b) 35 mm orifice plate
(c) 25 mm orifice plateFigure 4.29: Sample concentration distribution profile using deconvolution(Reach 2); (a) Q= 2.0 l/s, (b) Q=2.0 l/s, (c) Q=1.0 l/s
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(a) CRTDs at actual time
(b) CRTDs at normalised time
(c) Travel TimeFigure 4.30: Results from deconvolution of no orifice flow data
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(a) CRTDs at actual time
(b) CRTDs at normalised time
(c) Travel TimeFigure 4.31: Results from deconvolution of 35 mm orifice plate data
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(a) CRTDs at actual time
(b) CRTDs at normalised time
(c) Travel TimeFigure 4.32: Results from deconvolution of 25 mm orifice plate data
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Table 4.5: Actual and Normalised travel time for no orifice flow
Time t (s) Normalised Time tn
Q (l/s)
Percentile Percentile
t10 t50 t90 t10 t50 t90
0.60 12.53 13.97 15.97 0.87 0.96 1.10
0.80 9.63 10.37 11.60 0.89 0.95 1.07
1.00 7.67 8.40 9.17 0.88 0.97 1.05
1.20 6.47 6.93 7.60 0.89 0.96 1.05
1.40 5.47 6.00 6.60 0.88 0.97 1.06
1.60 4.83 5.27 5.87 0.89 0.97 1.08
1.80 4.23 4.63 5.13 0.88 0.96 1.06
2.00 3.77 4.20 4.70 0.87 0.97 1.08
Table 4.6: Actual and Normalised travel time for 35 mm orifice plate
Time t (s) Normalised Time tn
Q(l/s)
Percentile Percentile
t10 t50 t90 t10 t50 t90
0.6 12.53 13.77 15.97 0.86 0.95 1.10
0.8 9.50 10.50 12.13 0.87 0.97 1.12
1.0 7.87 8.43 9.90 0.90 0.97 1.14
1.2 6.40 6.87 7.83 0.88 0.95 1.08
1.4 5.53 6.07 6.80 0.89 0.98 1.09
1.6 4.73 5.23 5.93 0.87 0.96 1.09
1.8 4.27 4.70 5.37 0.88 0.97 1.11
2.0 3.88 4.27 4.90 0.89 0.98 1.13
Table 4.7: Actual and Normalised travel time for 25 mm orifice plate
Time t (s) Normalised Time tn
Q (l/s)
Percentile Percentile
t10 t50 t90 t10 t50 t90
0.6 12.60 13.83 16.10 0.87 0.95 1.11
0.8 9.40 10.37 11.53 0.86 0.95 1.06
1.0 7.67 8.50 9.60 0.88 0.98 1.07
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4.7 Relationship between Headloss and Dispersion4.7.1 Headloss and Dispersion along the length of pipe.
The relationship between the measured headloss and the dispersion coefficientvalues obtained from (i) theory and (ii) the laboratory data is investigated.From theory , the dispersion coefficient can be obtained from equation 4.5,(Taylor, 1954). The square of dispersion coefficient can therefore be written as
ܦ௅
ଶ = 12.75ܽଶܸଶ ௅݂ (4.6)Where a = radius of pipe (m), V=velocity of flow (m/s), fL = friction factor,hence
௅݂ = ஽ಽమଵଶ.଻ହ௔మ௏మ (4.7)Headloss can be obtained from Darcy’s equation
ℎ௙ = ௅݂ × ௅஽ × ௏మଶ௚ (4.8)Substituting for the value of friction factor shows that
ܪ ܮ⁄ = 0.002ܽିଷܦ௅ଶ (4.9)Where H= headloss, L= Length
To establish the relationship between headloss and dispersion coefficient valuesfrom the laboratory result, the logarithm of the coefficient of dispersion wasplotted against the logarithm of the ratio of headloss to length as shown in Fig.4.33a. The plot shows that the log DL is approximately twice (1.6) the value oflog H/L. To verify this application, the square of the values of DL were plottedagainst H/L for the no orifice pipe flow condition as shown in Fig. 4.33b.
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(a) Log DL against Log H/L
(b) DL2 against H/LFigure 4.33: Relationship between headloss and dispersion coefficient from pipedata
The slope of the graph was obtained by fitting a line to the plots. From Fig.4.33b,
ܪ ܮ= 124ܦ௅ଶ⁄ (4.10)
Substituting the values of a (= 0.025 m) in eqn. 4.9 gives
ܪ ܮ= 128ܦ௅ଶ⁄ (4.11)
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Since the theoretical value is almost equal to the laboratory value, it can beconcluded that the relationship between the headloss and dispersion coefficientin a straight pipe can be calculated using eqn. 4.9.
4.7.2 Relationship between Additional Headloss and DispersionCoefficient due to Orifice PlateThis section develops a relationship between the headloss and the dispersioncoefficient due to the presence of an orifice plate across a pipe. From thelaboratory results, (refer to Fig. 4.8, Fig. 4.12, Fig. 4.20, Fig. 4.24, Fig. 4.27respectively) the following predictions were obtained.
Headloss H0 due to 35 mm orifice can be obtained by
ܪைଷହ = 47029ܳଶ (4.12)Headloss H0 due to 25 mm orifice can be obtained by
ܪைଶହ = 362006ܳଶ (4.13)Dispersion coefficient DL due to pipe can be obtained by
ܦ௅ = 6.90ܳ (4.14)Dispersion coefficient DL due to 35 mm orifice and pipe can be obtained by
ܦ௅ଷହା௉ = 9.45ܳ (4.15)Dispersion coefficient DL due to 25 mm orifice and pipe can be obtained by
ܦ௅ଶହା௉ = 9.68ܳ (4.16)Therefore additional dispersion coefficient due to the 35 mm orifice plate wouldbe
ܦ௅ଷହ = (9.45 − 6.90)ܳ (4.17)
ܦ௅ଷହ = 2.55ܳ (4.18)And additional dispersion coefficient due to the 25 mm orifice plate would be
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ܦ௅ଶହ = (9.68 − 6.90)ܳ (4.19)
ܦ௅ଶହ = 2.78ܳ (4.20)
It was observed from the equations above that there is a large differencebetween the headloss at 35mm orifice plate and the 25mm orifice plate whereasthe dispersion coefficient values are very close. It can be argued that an averagevalued equation of dispersion coefficient can be used for both orifice plates, butin the case the relationship is developed using the two equations.
From eqn. 4.18,
ܳ = ୈಽయఱ
ଶ.ହହ (4.21)Substituting for Q in eqn. 4.12 gives
ܪைଷହ= 7232ܦ௅ଶ (4.22)From eqn. 4.20,
ܳ = ୈಽమఱ
ଶ.଻଼ (4.23)Substituting for Q in eqn. 4.13 gives
ܪைଶହ= 46841ܦ௅ଶ (4.24)
The relationship between the multiplying factor for the dispersion coefficientand the orifice diameter was obtained by calculating and plotting a graph of thelogarithm of both values. These are shown in Table 4.8 and Fig. 4.34.
Table 4.8: Relationship between slope and diameter
slope (s2/m3) a (m) log slope log a a-5 (m-5)7232 0.0175 3.859258 -1.75696 60926994746841 0.0125 4.670626 -1.90309 3.277E+09
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Figure 4.34: Relationship between additional dispersion and headloss
The relationship between the additional headloss and dispersion coefficient dueto the presence of an orifice plate can therefore be written as
ܪ = ܥு஽ಽ.ܽିହ.ܦ௅ଶ (4.25)whereH = Headloss (m)CHDL = Headloss-Dispersion Constant = 1.3 x 10-5 (m2s2)a= Radius (m)DL = Dispersion coefficient (m2/s)
Equation 4.25 is recommended to determine the headloss or dispersioncoefficient when an orifice plate is present given one of the headloss ordispersion coefficient is known. However there is a need to further develop thisrelationship for a wider range of orifice diameters.
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4.8 SummaryTable 4.9 and 4.10 summarises the relationship between the parametersstudied across the three types of experiments i.e. headloss, flow rate, velocityhead, velocity, travel time and dispersion coefficient.
The measured headloss along the length of pipe increased with flow rate as wellas with the introduction of an orifice plate. An increase of approximately fivefold was observed when the orifice plate was changed from 35 mm to 25 mm. Acomparison of the measured and calculated value of headloss for all three typesof experiment showed a good fit with an error of about ± 0.01 m.
For the range of flow rates in this study, a fitted Advection Diffusion Equation(ADE) method of analysis was able to predict the downstream concentration toa very high goodness of fit with an exception to the lowest flow rate of 0.6 l/s,Re = 13521. Though the lowest goodness of fit observed at this flow rate was0.992, it falls within the acceptable range. A similar experiment carried out byJones (2011) indicated that the optimised ADE parameters still did not fullyreplicate the mixing processes occurring within the pipe at flow rates lowerthan 0.72 l/s. Although there was a noticeable increase in the velocity anddispersion coefficient across the entire length of pipe when the orifice plates areintroduced; there was little or no change in the travel time relationship withflow rate. This can be as a result of the diameter of pipe being significantly lessthan the length of pipe (Diameter: Length = 1:88.6).
The deconvolution method produced predictions that closely fit the measureddownstream data. The travel time obtained from this method was the same as
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that observed from the method of moment’s analysis of the measured data.There was no significant change with the three experiments. The presence ofthe orifice plate didn’t contribute to change in the shape of the CRTD along thelength of the pipe, but all collapsed into a single profile with normalised time. Acomparison of all CRTDs for the three scenarios (Fig. 4.35) shows that all thegraphs also formed a single profile. In comparison, the deconvolution approachproduced a better fit than the ADE predictions with Rt2 values all over 0.997(Fig. 4.34).
Table 4.9: Relationship between headloss, flow rate and velocity head
Parameter Pipe 35mm Orifice Plate 25mm orifice PlateHeadloss HoAcross orifice plate 3.56(V2/2g)(R2 = 0.9963) 24.35(V2/2g)(R2 = 0.9973)Headloss HoAcross orifice plate 47029(Q2)(R² = 0.9977) 362006(Q2)(R² = 1.0)Total Headloss HAlong full length pipe 29546(Q2), 2.10(V2/2g)(R2 = 0.9825) 79691(Q2)(R² = 0.9939) 400572(Q2)(R² = 0.9947)
Table 4.10: Relationship between hydraulic parameters and flow
ADE AnalysisParameter Pipe 35mm Orifice Plate 25mm orifice PlateTravel time t (s) 0.0084Q-1(R2 = 0.9994) 0.0083Q-1(R2 = 0.9991) 0.0084Q-1(R2 = 0.9981)Velocity, t/x (m/s)(Reach 4: Along Pipe) 522Q(R2 = 1.000) 526Q(R2 = 0.9994) 530Q(R2 =0.9978)Velocity (m/s)(Reach 2: Across orifice plate) 533Q(R2 =0.9992) 547Q(R2 = 0.9995)Dispersion coefficient K (m2/s)(Reach 4: Along pipe) 6.90Q(R2 = 0.9669) 7.58Q(R2 =1.000) 8.11Q(R2 =0.9967)Dispersion coefficient K (m2/s)(Reach 2: Across orifice) 9.45Q(R2 =0.9832) 9.68Q(R2 =0.9821)DeconvolutionParameter Pipe 35mm Orifice Plate 25mm orifice PlateTravel time t (s) 0.0084Q-1(R2 = 0.9998) 0.0083Q-1(R2 = 0.9991) 0.0083Q-1(R2 = 0.9977)
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(a) ADE predictions
(b) Deconvolution
Figure 4.35: Measure of goodness of fit of predictions
Figure 4.36: Combination of CRTDs for No orifice, 35mm and 25mm Orifice Plate
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5 Manhole Mixing Studies
5.1 Surcharged Square Manhole5.1.1 Surcharge DepthsTwo manholes, namely large and small, were considered and the resultspresented. The manhole described as large has dimensions 388 x 388 x 700 mm,while the small manhole has dimensions 200 x 200 x 700 mm, both fitted with a50mm diameter pipe. This results in a ratio of manhole length to pipe diameterLm/Dp = 7.76 for the large manhole and Lm/Dp = 3.0 for the small manhole. Forboth large and small manhole, three flow rates (0.71 l/s, 1.17 l/s, 1.64 l/s) wereinvestigated , 11 and 8 surcharge depths, s, the difference between the height ofwater in the manhole and the soffit of the pipe, were considered respectively asshown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2. At the higher flow rates, the lowest surchargedepth obtained was higher than the first surcharge depth for lower flow ratesbecause higher flow rates resulted in higher heads of water. However effort wasmade to obtain similar surcharge depths across the flow rates to aidcomparison. Each experiment is classified according to the ratio of thesurcharge to manhole side length s/Lm and the ratio of surcharge to pipediameter s/Dp for easy comparison with previous studies such as those by Jones(2011) and Stovin et al. (2013).
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5.1.2 Headloss Measurement
The headloss at a manhole, ΔH is defined as the difference in pressure head between the extrapolated upstream and downstream hydraulic grade line. Theresults for the three flow rates considered are shown in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4.The result in Fig. 5.3 show that higher headloss occurred at lower surchargewhich reduces as the surcharge increases. At low surcharge depths, theincoming jet interacts violently with the free surface, causing a significant flowexchange and consequently high headloss. As the surcharge increases, the effectis reduced hence a reduction in the headloss.
Figure 5.1: Surcharge ratios investigated for large manhole.
Figure 5.2: Surcharge ratios investigated for small manhole.
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Figure 5.3: Headloss across large manhole
Figure 5.4: Headloss across small manhole
The relationship between the measured headloss and the energy loss coefficientis described by Urban Drainage Manual (2011) as
∆ܪ = ܭ ቀ௏బమ
ଶ௚
ቁ (5.1)Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show the energy loss coefficient K, values for the large andsmall manhole respectively.
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For the large manhole (Fig. 5.5), a significant drop in the energy loss coefficientoccurs after s/Lm > 0.20 equivalent to s/Dp > 2, with the values becomingalmost constant across all flow rates considered. However at lower surchargedepths before this limit, the coefficient value rose to about 2.5 times theconstant value before decreasing. This is because at the lower surcharge depths,the incoming jet interacts more with the surface than at higher surchargedepths where the incoming jets passes through the flowing section of themanhole. For 0.71 l/s, at 5 mm surcharge, which can be described as very low,with a surcharge ratio of s/Lm = 0.08 equivalent to s/Dp = 0.64, the inflow jetpasses straight into the outlet pipe with little mixing occurring hence the lowerheadloss and consequently energy loss coefficient.
The same pattern of energy loss coefficient increase and subsequent decreasewith almost constant values were also observed for circular manholes by Lau(2007), Arao et al. (2011), and Jones (2011). Arao et al. (2011), explained thatwhen the ratio of surcharge to downstream pipe diameter is smaller than 1, theenergy loss coefficients increased due to horizontal vortices which correspondsto the manhole diameter.On the other hand, the small manhole (Fig. 5.6) doesn’t exhibit the samepattern. There is an initial drop in the value of K, followed by an almost constantvalue for each flow rate.
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Figure 5.5: Energy Loss Coefficient across the large manhole
Figure 5.6: Energy Loss Coefficient across the small manhole
The pressure loss coefficient ܭ௣ is defined as
ܭ௣= ܭ + 1 − ቀ௏∗௏೏ቁଶ (5.2)Where ∗ܸ is the cross sectional mean velocity in the inflow pipe while ௗܸ is thecross sectional mean velocity in the downstream pipe.
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For this study, the inlet and outlet pipe diameter is equal and creates a straightthrough flow, therefore ∗ܸ= ௗܸ, therefore the pressure loss coefficient is equal tothe energy loss coefficient i.e. ܭ௣= ܭ .
Comparison with previous studiesTable 5.1 and Table 5.2 show the average value of the energy loss coefficientsobtained in this experiment. This is done in a bid to compare present resultswith published ones.A comparison of five algorithms from different authors for determiningmanhole pressure change coefficients was presented by O'Loughlin and Stack(2002). An extract of the result is shown in the Table 5.3. The study concludedthat the methods were not strictly comparable because of different levels ofcoverage which may or may not include conditions such as part full pipe flow,pipe drops and alignment amongst others.
The application of some of these theoretic methods of estimation (O'Loughlinand Stack, 2002) to the present study gave the following values: Mills=0.5,Hare=0.3, FHWA= 0.42. A comparison of the theoretical values to theexperimental values suggest that the Hare method predicts the K values afterthe s/Dp >2 (Table 5.1) better, whilst the Mills and FHWA better predict theoverall average value of 0.46.
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Table 5.1: Average Energy Loss Coefficient values for Large Manhole
Average K values with standard deviation
Q (l/s)) s/Lm < 0.258 (s/Dp < 2) s/Lm > 0.258 (s/Dp > 2) All
0.71 0.54 ± 0.33 0.26 ± 0.08 0.40 ± 0.26
1.17 0.66 ± 0.16 0.31 ±0.04 0.42 ± 0.20
1.64 0.73 ± 0.08 0.33 ± 0.03 0.55 ± 0.22
All Data 0.64 ± 0.23 0.30 ± 0.06 0.46 ± 0.23
Table 5.2: Average Energy Loss Coefficient values for Small Manhole
Average K values with standard deviation
Q (l/s)) s/Lm < 0.258 (s/Dp < 2) s/Lm > 0.258 (s/Dp > 2) All
0.71 0.37 ± 0.16 0.19 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.14
1.17 0.17 ± 0.08 0.17 ± 0.05 0.17 ± 0.07
1.64 0.14 ± 0.05 0.06 ± 0.04 0.11 ± 0.06
All Data 0.23 ± 0.23 0.14 ± 0.07 0.19 ± 0.12
Table 5.3: Comparison of Fitted and Estimated manhole pressure changecoefficients, (O'Loughlin and Stack, 2002)
Case Kp Coefficients
Charts Mills Hare Parsell FHWA
One inlet pipe, straight-through flow,
no grate flow (Missouri Chart 3)
-Du/Do = 1.0, submergence ratio = 0.5 - - - - 0.53
-Du/Do = 1.0, submergence ratio = 1.5 0.12 0.5 0.3 0.46 0.17
-Du/Do = 1.0, submergence ratio = 3.0 0.12 0.5 0.3 0.28 0.32
*Du= Diameter of upstream pipe, Do= Diameter of outlet pipe
Marsalek (1984), observed that for a non-benched square manhole with sides0.344 m x 0.344 m and a smaller manhole of sides 0.241 m x 0.241 m, with astraight through pipe of 0.152m, the headloss coefficients ranges from 0.21-
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0.32. The investigation however was limited to a ratio of manhole width to pipediameter (Øm/Øp) ≤ 2.26. Sangster (1958), discovered that for a ratio Øm/Øpgreater than 2, only minor changes occurred to the coefficient while no changesoccurred when the ratio is greater than 2.5. The large manhole considered inthis study has a length to pipe diameter ratio of 7.76 and the average value ofthe energy loss coefficient obtained at surcharge depths to pipe ratio > 2 is 0.30which falls within the range confirming a lack of change as manhole width topipe diameter ratio increases.
Headloss studies in square manholes by Marsalek (1984) recorded headloss
values less than 0.01m at ௏బమ
ଶ௚
values less than 0.05, similar to those recorded in
this study. He obtained mean values of headloss coefficient for a similar set-upto be 0.323 with 95% confidence limits between 0.302-0.344. He furtherexplained that the losses at a straight through flow junction are considerablysmaller than the combined expansion-contraction loss because the main body ofthe stream crossing the junction remains more or less intact.Pedersen and Mark (1990), proposed a simple function to determine the valueof K based on a shape factor. The function was generated by a combination ofresults from previous researchers as well as the new results they got for,manhole length to pipe diameter ratios DM/D ≤ 4. The function is presented as  
ܭ = zቀ஽ಾ
஽
ቁ (5.3)
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Table 5.4: Shape Factor (Pedersen and Mark, 1990)
Applying Equation 5.3 to the present study, using a shape factor of 0.12, givesthe value of K as 0.36 for the small manhole with DM/D = 3. This is higher thanthe coefficient obtained from this experimental result which gave an average of0.19 (Table 5.2). This could be because the pipe in the Pedersen and Mark(1990) study is slightly above the bottom of the manhole. A shape factor of 0.07however presents a closer coefficient result of 0.21, though the pipe entrance isnot flush with the bottom of the manhole as well. The results from this presentstudy however prove that for a square manhole, the headloss coefficient can bepredicted and falls within the ranges earlier proposed by other authors.
5.1.3 Flow VisualizationThe surcharges filmed for each flow rate are presented in Table 5.5. A repeat ofeach was carried out to ensure reproducibility. A side elevation and plan view ofthe dye transport for 1.17 l/s and varying surcharge is shown in Fig. 5.7-Fig. 5.8for the large and small manhole respectively. The flow direction is from left toright. All others can be found in Appendix A.
Shape
 0.24 0.12 0.07 0.025
Dm/D ≤4
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For the large manhole, it was observed that for low-surcharge conditions,surcharge 70-110 mm, examined using dye visualisation, there was an initialstraight jet, after which the flow direction of rotation became clockwise beforespreading anti-clockwise towards the exit wall, resulting in mixing.However in a few, the flow fields went anti-clockwise before spreadingclockwise. This deviation in flow field direction was also noticed by Jones(2011). She stated that the dye visualisation study is too small to firmlyconclude whether there is a preferred direction of rotation in the low-surchargezone but it implies that either clockwise or anticlockwise rotation may beassumed and that once the direction of rotation has been chosen it is not proneto change. Lau et al. (2008) stated that for both Particle Image Velocimetry(PIV) measurements and CFD simulations of a 218 mm diameter circularmanhole under low-surcharge conditions, the flow did not always rotate in thesame direction.
Table 5.5: Surcharges at which visualization was carried out
Manhole Large SmallQ (l/s) Surcharge (mm) Surcharge (mm)0.71 72 60145 150160 190340 2401.17 86 70145 140212 210290 2901.64 108 85142 110290 150210
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The same pattern is however evident in all three flow rates (Appendix A),suggesting that the flow profile is more dependent on surcharge than flow rate.The visualization study also shows dead zones occurring at the corners of themanhole.For the large manhole, as the surcharge increases a transitional change occursin the flow field (Fig. 5.7). The pattern of the flow field slightly deviates fromthat observed for the low surcharge to a more evident centralised straight jet.For high surcharge flow, a straight central jet is evident in the plan views. Thisis also evident in the small manhole (Fig. 5.8). Almost symmetrical recirculatingvolumes on either side of the jet carry a proportion of the dye up towards thewater surface and back towards the inlet pipe, where it is re-entrained by thejet. This leads to a dead zone being created at the top volume of the manhole.This retains the dye, resulting in a long period before all the dye exits themanhole. The jet appears stable; its position is constant in the plan views ateach time shown in Fig. 5.7. This high-surcharge flow field was also noticed inthe circular manhole study by Jones (2011). Overall, for the small manhole atlow surcharge, a large portion of the dye went through the manhole as a straightjet.
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Figure 5.7: Flow pattern for 1.71 l/s, large manhole at different surcharge levels
s = 86 mm s = 145 mm s = 290 mmSide Plan Side Plan Side Plan
1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 4 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
5 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 5 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 8 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
10 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 10 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 12 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
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Figure 5.8: Flow pattern for 1.71 l/s, small manhole at different surcharge levels
s = 70 mm s = 140 mm s = 290 mmSide Plan Side Plan Side Plan
1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
2 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 2 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 2 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
5 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 5 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 6 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
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5.1.4 Analysis of Measured Concentration Profiles
5.1.4.1 Comparison of TracesFive repeat trace injections were carried out for each flow rate and surchargelevel considered. Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 shows sample plots as surchargeincreases at 1.17 l/s flow rate for both the large and the small manhole. Thefigures show the repeatability of the experiments. The upstream profiles wereall Gaussian-like. On the other hand, the downstream profiles were dependenton the size of the manhole as well as the surcharge depth. For the largemanhole, at low surcharge depths, the peak concentration is greatly attenuatedto about 37% of the upstream peak with a greater spread towards the tail. Asthe surcharge increased, the attenuation of the peak concentration reduces withthe concentration returning to zero much quicker. At very high surcharge depthas shown in Fig. 5.9(c), the downstream profile is similar to that of a freeflowing pipe, suggesting that the tracer didn’t mix within the manhole volumebut was dispersed longitudinally across the manhole. A more Gaussian-likeprofile was evident across the small manhole, although decay in thedownstream tail can be seen in the lower surcharge it soon quickly disappearsas the surcharge increases. No significant attenuation was evident between theupstream peak and the downstream peak concentrations. The concentrationprofile change across the small manhole therefore suggests that the tracer isbeing transported longitudinally along the manhole with little or no mixingoccurring. A compilation of all the downstream profiles is shown in Fig. 5.11 tohighlight the changes occurring at the downstream tail as surcharge and flowrate increases across both manholes.
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(a) Surcharge 32 mm
(b) Surcharge 92 mm
(c) Surcharge 335 mmFigure 5.9: Comparison of repeat traces measured at 1.17 l/s for large manhole
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(a) Surcharge 17 mm
(b) Surcharge 70 mm
(c) Surcharge 240 mmFigure 5.10: Comparison of repeat traces measured at 1.17 l/s for small manhole
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Large manhole Small manhole
(a) 0.71 l/s
(b) 1.17 l/s
(c) 1.64 l/sFigure 5.11: Downstream profiles with surcharge for large and small manhole
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5.1.4.2 Mass BalanceReadings were taken using four fluorometers and classified as follows;Distance between fluorometer 1 and 2: Reach 1 (Straight pipe before manhole)Distance between fluorometer 2 and 3: Reach 2 (Across manhole)Distance between fluorometer 3 and 4: Reach 3 (Straight pipe after manhole)Distance between fluorometer 2 and 4: Reach 4 (Across manhole todownstream2)
The mass balance is the ratio of the total mass of dye measured downstream tothe total mass of dye measured upstream. For this experiment, concentrationprofiles were collected over a period of 180 seconds after injection of dye at asample rate of 30 Hz. Background concentration was taken as the average of thedata recorded before first injection of tracer. To ensure that the actual traceprofile is obtained, cut-off points were applied to the start and end of therecorded data. The cut-off point was taken as a percentage of the maximumtemporal concentration recorded. They are important as it allows checks onmass recovery of dye between the measurement locations as well as identifyingthe signal, the period between which dispersion parameters are determined.
For the three flow rates measured, all the mass balance values were above 75%(Fig. 5.12). It was observed that a cluster of high surcharge recoveries occurredwhen s/Dp ≤ 2.0. However at s/Dp ˃ 2.0, the mass balance values decreased. This is because as surcharge increases, there is more manhole volume; thetracer dye therefore travels into and is sometimes trapped within the upper
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volume of the manhole. This results in a delayed release of the pocket of dye tothe outlet in very low concentrations over a long period.
(a) Across manhole (Reach 2)
(b) Across manhole to downstream2 (Reach 4)Figure 5.12: Mass balance values across large manhole
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As the flow rate increased, there was an increase in recovered dye. This can beas a result of better mixing occurring at higher flow rates resulting in a moreconsistent amount of dye per unit area. Results across the manhole (Fig 5.12aand Fig 5.13a) were better than results further downstream (Fig 5.12b and Fig5.13b). The mass recovery at lower surcharge ratios, were higher than those ofthe higher surcharge ratios. A similar pattern was observed by Jones (2011).
(a) Across manhole (Reach 2)
(b) Across manhole to downstream2 (Reach 4)Figure 5.13: Mass balance values across small manhole
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5.1.4.3 Travel TimeTravel times obtained by the standard method of moment analysis are shown inFig. 5.14 and Fig. 5.15. Travel times for the large manhole for all three flow rates(Fig. 5.14) exhibited an initial rise, followed by a sharp drop after a surchargeratio of 0.2 before descending at almost a constant rate after a surcharge ratio of0.4. Travel times for the small manhole did not change significantly as thesurcharge ratio increased (Fig. 5.15a).
At 0.71 l/s, a higher value was recorded between a surcharge ratio of 0.01 and0.8 after which it was almost constant. This confirms that more mixing wasoccurring at the low surcharge depths as evident in the downstreamconcentration profiles of the low surcharges. Fig. 5.15b shows a plot of theaverage travel times against the inverse of flow rate.
Figure 5.14: Travel time at all flow rates for large manhole
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(a) Travel time against surcharge
(b) Travel time against inverse of QFigure 5.15: Travel time at all flow rates for small manhole
5.1.5 Cumulative Residence Time Distribution
5.1.5.1 Deconvolution SoftwareA deconvolution technique, Sonnenwald et al. (2015), was used to produce theRTD and subsequently the CRTDs across the manhole (Reach 2) for both thelarge and small manhole data. The software does not need the user to providelinear calibrations of Cyclops; the measured data was therefore input without
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pre-processing. Sensitivity analysis on a subset of the data led to a ‘normal’distribution of 20 sampling points and a limit of 150 iterations being applied toboth manhole data. The goodness of fit (using Rt2) of the predicted downstreamconcentration profile from deconvolution was calculated and is shown for allrepeats and flow rates in Fig. 5.16(a) for large manhole and Fig. 5.16(b) forsmall manhole.Fig. 5.16(a) shows a range of values between 0.9570 and 0.9996. The valueshowever show a general decline across the entire flow rate around thesurcharge ratio of 0.2, before increasing, to a near constant value for eachsurcharge and flow rate after a surcharge ratio of 0.3. For 4 out of the 120 (3%)data points plotted for the small manhole, a decrease was also noticed around asurcharge ratio of 0.3 though it was not pronounced and does not occur for the1.17 l/s flow rate. The mean Rt2 value for the large manhole is 0.9858 and forthe small manhole is 0.9979. This shows that deconvolution can accuratelypredict the transfer function and produce the downstream concentration profileacross a square manhole. Samples of the deconvolution results are shown in Fig.5.17 and Fig. 5.18. It shows the worst and best predictions of the downstreamdata; the RTDs as well as the CRTDs. For the large manhole, the worst predictionwas Rt2 of 0.9570 occurring at 0.71 l/s, surcharge ratio of 0.13 while the bestprediction was Rt2 of 0.9988 occurring at 1.17 l/s, surcharge ratio of 0.86.However for the small manhole, the worst prediction was Rt2 of 0.9721 at 1.64l/s, surcharge ratio 0.44 and the best prediction occurred at Rt2 of 0.9996 at 1.17l/s, surcharge ratio 0.11.
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(a) Large manhole
(b) Small manholeFigure 5.16: Measure of goodness of fit of predicted downstream profile
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(a) Worst Prediction, Rt2 = 0.9570 at 0.71 l/s surcharge ratio 0.13
(b) Best Prediction, Rt2 = 0.9988 at 1.17 l/s surcharge ratio 0.86Figure 5.17: Sample deconvolution results for large manhole
Minor Fluctuations
Minor Fluctuations
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(a) Worst prediction, Rt2 = 0.9721 at 1.64 l/s, surcharge ratio 0.44
(b) Best prediction, Rt2 = 0.9996 at 1.17 l/s, surcharge ratio 0.11Figure 5.18: Sample deconvolution results for small manhole
Minor Fluctuations
Minor Fluctuations
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Fluctuations are often present in deconvolved RTDs, highlighting a potentialissue with the use of maximum entropy deconvolution. Sonnenwald et al.(2015), incorporated steps in the software produced to reduce this fluctuations,resulting in smoother RTDs. The effect is evident in the minor fluctuationsexhibited in the RTDs, the smoother RTDs and the lack of fluctuations in theCRTDs as shown in Fig. 5.17 and Fig. 5.18. However, the fluctuations noticed canactually be secondary peaks which are results of recirculation in the system.
5.1.5.2 Normalised TimeIn a bid to create a universal level of comparison for the data and existingstudies, the time was normalised by the ratio of the flow rate to the volume ofwater between measuring points. The mean CRTDs from five repeats, classifiedaccording to the ratio of the surcharge to manhole side length (s/Lm), werecompiled for each flow rate and are shown in Fig. 5.19 and Fig. 5.20 for the largeand small manhole respectively. A compilation of the individual CRTDs at actualand normalised time can be found in Appendix B.CRTDs for the large manhole have distinct change in shape as the surchargeincreases. They show evidence of short circuiting as well as mixing. The shortcircuiting mass fraction increases with increase in surcharge and can beinferred from the CRTD plots by looking for the point at which the steep inclineceases. This increase is shown in Fig. 5.21. At low surcharges, the curves risesteeply initially before changing direction projecting a long tail. The curvessuggest a short circuiting jet of 30% to 40% of the mass across the manholewith a recirculation that promotes mixing of the remaining mass. These curves
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however collapse into one at normalised time. At the high surcharge depths, theCRTDs are mainly a steep line with a slight curve (short tail) between the 85thand 90th percentile indicating that most of the tracer short- circuited throughthe manhole as a straight jet with a minimal amount of dispersion occurring. For1.64 l/s, the percentage of dye within the upper manhole volume at highsurcharge is higher than those of 1.17 l/s and 0.71 l/s because the higher flowrates results in more turbulence which in turn results in swifter movement oftracer across all planes within the manhole. At normalised time the CRTDsacross the manhole separate into two distinct groups with a few of the CRTDsremained in between. The CRTDs lying in between behave partly like bothclassifications of low and high surcharges with a greater leaning towards thehigh surcharge CRTDs.
A comparison of the CRTDs across the three flow rate (Fig. 5.19a-c) suggeststhat the normalised CRTDs are less dependent on flow rate than on surcharge.At a very low surcharge level measured at 0.71 l/s, s/Lm = 0.01, (Fig. 5.19a), theCRTD lie between the lower surcharged CRTDs and those of the highersurcharged CRTDs, both at actual and normalised time. This difference wasclassified for the observations from circular manholes by Jones (2011) wherethe CRTD had a similar shape as the high surcharge CRTDs. Jones (2011),described that with full flowing pipe, but low-surcharge conditions, theincoming jet showed varying degrees of deflection from the pipe centreline. Atlow surcharges (0 to 10 mm) similar to that obtained in this present study for0.71 l/s (s/Lm = 0.01), the jet appeared to short-circuit the manhole, deflectingonly slightly. At a higher surcharge (35 to 40 mm) the jet was more curved, and
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more complete mixing was seen to take place in the manhole. This flowcondition was attributed to the Coanda effect, which is the tendency of a fluid tobe attracted to a nearby surface. Jones (2011), found that surcharge was more
important than flow rate for the range of Reynolds numbers covered (6152 ≤ 
Re ≤ 33194). The changes in CRTDs across the surcharge range away from the low surcharge curve became evident at a surcharge ratio of 0.24Lm.
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(a) Q= 0.71 l/s
(b) Q=1.17 l/s
(c) Q=1.64 l/sFigure 5.19: Compiled average CRTD for large manhole
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(a) Q=0.71 l/s
(b) Q=1.17 l/s
(c) Q=1.64 l/sFigure 5.20: Compiled average CRTDs for small manhole
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Figure 5.21: Percentage of mass short-circuiting
(a) Actual Time
(b) Normalised TimeFigure 5.22: Travel time across large manhole
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Although the shape of the manhole in this present study is square, studies oncircular manhole by Lau et al. (2008), Stovin et al. (2010b) and Jones (2011),observed the same hydraulic profiles at low and high surcharges suggesting athreshold level in terms of the ratio of surcharge to manhole diameter.A different mechanism however occurs within the small manhole (Fig. 5.20).The CRTDs both at actual and normalised time do not exhibit a significantchange in shape as surcharge increased. The CRTDs exhibit a steep curve from 0to approximately 80th percentile before changing direction. At normalised time,the CRTDs show evidence of the effect of pipe travel times and slight shifts assurcharge increased. The trend suggests that the hydraulics within the smallmanhole is similar to that obtained within a pipe. A CFD study by Stovin et al.(2013) on a series of circular manhole with manhole diameter to pipe diameterratio greater than 1.5 but less than 4.4 shows that the flow field is characterizedby short-circuiting throughout the full range of surcharged depth with nodistinct threshold level. The results from this study of the small manhole,therefore confirm existing theory that the ratio of pipe size to manhole size isimportant in determining the hydraulics within a manhole.
5.1.5.1 Travel TimeMedian travel times across the large manhole initially increased with increase insurcharge, before decreasing after a surcharge ratio of 0.17-0.24, followed by aconstant value (Fig. 5.22). This trend occurred at all flow rates. At normalisedtime however, the t50 values began to close up across flow rate between asurcharge ratio of 0.24 and 0.40, after which similar values were recorded
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irrespective of flow rate. A similar trend was observed in Stovin et al. (2013)where the CFD modelled data sets showed an increase with surcharge up to a
surcharge of s/ΦP =0.2, after which there was a sharp drop in t50 values to alow, constant value.
Short-circuiting parameters for the large manhole are shown in Fig. 5.23. Fig.5.23a shows a decline in the value of t10/t90 at s/Lm < 0.2 after which there is anincrease. On the other hand the t50/t10 parameter (Fig. 5.23b) showed a rise invalue until s/Lm =0.20 after which an almost constant value across all flow ratewas obtained as surcharge increased. This goes to confirm the suggestion byBennett (2012) that a change in transition of fluid behaviour in a large
surcharge circular manhole occurs  in the range 0.20 ≤ s/Dm≤0.27. 
The trend in the large manhole was different from the small manhole as t50travel times along the small manhole (Fig. 5.24), were almost constant witheach flow rate as surcharge increased, although they reduced with increase inflow rate. At normalised time however, the normalised t50 times reduced withincrease in surcharge ratios with a constant slope across all flow rate.
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(a) t10/t90 (b) t10/t50 (c) t50/t10Figure 5.23 : Short circuiting parameters in large manhole
(c) Actual Time
(d) Normalised TimeFigure 5.24: Travel time across small manhole
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5.1.5.2 Evidence of Threshold Level in Large ManholesThe results indicate that as the surcharge increases, there is a point ofsignificant change in the headloss (Fig. 5.3), energy loss coefficient (Fig. 5.5),mass balance (Fig. 5.12), travel time (Fig. 5.14), CRTDs (Fig. 5.19) as well as theshort-circuiting ratios presented in Fig. 5.23. At surcharge levels below 0.24Lm, asimilar pattern exists. Between surcharge depth 0.24Lm and 0.39Lm, a differentpattern of transition exists which becomes more consistent after 0.39Lmirrespective of flow rate. It can therefore be noted that there exists a thresholdlevel in large square manholes (i.e. Lm/Dp=7.76) and that this threshold levelcan be obtained at 0.24Lm. Guymer et al. (2005), studied four sizes of manhole
with a pipe diameter, Φp = 88 mm. The data presented suggested that the
threshold surcharge depths for the 800, 600, 485 and 385 mm Φm manholeswere approximately 220, 156, 121 and 90 mm respectively. Regression throughthe origin gives a general relationship for the threshold surcharge depth, s’ =
0.258 Φm. Guymer et al. (2005) proposed that the threshold depth was linked tothe jet expansion described by Albertson et al. (1950). If the surcharge depth
exceeds Φm/5, then the diffusion region will not break the surface and the upperdead zone, characteristic of the above-threshold hydraulic regime, will result.
Conversely, if s < Φm/5, then the diffusion region will break the free surfacewithin the manhole, leading to the chaotic, well-mixed, hydraulic regimeassociated with below-threshold surcharge depths. They went ahead to suggesta longitudinal diffusion zone growth rate of 1 in 4, which probably reflects thefact that the jet is confined by the base of the manhole, enhancing the verticaldiffusion rate upwards into the manhole’s surcharge volume. If this is the case,
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then it would be consistent to assume that the length of the jet core will be
reduced below the theoretical distance of 6.2 Φp (550 mm). This may explainwhy, although less prominent, evidence of the threshold was detected in the 485
and 385 mm manholes, despite them being smaller than 550 mm (6.2 Φp). Lau
et al. (2008), suggested a threshold level between 2.0Φp (0.220Φm) and 2.5 Φp
(0.275Φm) based on sharp changes noticed in the headloss and travel timevalues of the data recorded as surcharge increased. A study of the same scale of
manhole as this present study (Φm = 388 mm, Φp = 50 mm) although circularby Jones (2011), suggested the threshold lies at 2.0Dp (0.258Dm) whileSonnenwald (2014) suggested this same threshold level of 0.258Dm for acircular manhole of manhole to pipe diameter of 4.4.The small square manhole (i.e. Lm/Dp = 3.0) does not exhibit this significanttransition as the surcharge increases as shown in the headloss (Fig. 5.3), energyloss coefficient (Fig. 5.5), mass balance (Fig. 5.12), travel time (Fig. 5.14) andCRTDs (Fig. 5.19). Stovin et al. (2013), conducted a CFD study of surchargedmanholes and observed that the hydraulic threshold previously identified inGuymer et al. (2005) and Lau et al. (2008) for surcharged manholes is only
evident in systems with large Φm/Φp ratios. In smaller-diameter manholes theincoming jet tends to bridge the distance across the manhole such that short-circuiting effects dominate, irrespective of surcharge level. Stovin et al. (2013),
found that the critical Φm/Φp ratio was Φm/Φp = 4.4. They suggested that since
many manholes found in practice have Φm/Φp ratios of less than 4.4; theirmixing characteristics can be assumed to be equivalent to a pipe.
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5.1.5.3 Modelling of Surcharge CRTDGuymer and Stovin (2011), modelled a data set obtained from a surchargedmanhole effectively into two dimensionless CRTDs, each of which correspondsto an alternative hydraulic regime. A comparison of the laboratory results tothis model is shown in Fig. 5.25. For large manhole, pre threshold CRTDs (Fig.5.25a), the model agreed with the present data between 0 and 50th percentileafter which it predicts that the 90% of the data would pass through earlier thanit actually happened with the present data. For post threshold large manhole
data (Fig. 5.25b), the model only fits the lower limit of 0.24 ≤ s/Lm ≤0.39. The post-threshold curves from the present study, at s/Lm > 0.39 (Fig. 5.25c), have asimilar shape to the model but with a higher steepness. It shows that 60% of thedye passes through in a straight jet (0.1 normalised time) as opposed to thepresent data that has an average of 80% of the dye passing through as jet.
An alternative approach to modelling of the large manhole data was suggestedby Jones (2011) which considered percentile based and time based methods tomodel the data for circular manhole. It found that the time based model wasmore plausible and closely matched that predicted by Guymer and Stovin(2011). This approach was implemented to model the CRTDs from the largeand small square manhole. The percentile based model considers the averagetime taken to achieve specified percentiles for each CRTD while the time basedmodel considers the average percentile of mass at specific time steps. Fig.5.25(c) shows that although the percentile based model was representative ofthe result, it doesn’t adequately fit the data for both pre and post threshold
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CRTDs after the 90th percentile. The time based model however adequatelyfitted both the pre and post threshold data. It can therefore be used as amodelling tool for predicting mixing properties within a square manhole. A copyof the model is in the Appendix C.
Fig. 5.26(a) shows the comparison of the Guymer and Stovin (2011) and thesmall manhole CRTDs. Although the model is for post threshold CRTDs asexhibited by the small manhole, the model does not perfectly fit the data. Theinadequacy of this model to adequately fit the data could be as a result of thedifferent shape of manhole, or the difference in flow mechanism occurring in thesmall manhole as the model was postulated using a large manhole data. In acircular manhole, the entire cross sectional area serves as the mixing zonewhereas the corners of a square manhole are likely to be excluded from the coremixing region. However the Taylor’s dispersion model (eqn. 2.14), provided abetter fit for the CRTDs as shown in Fig. 5.26(a). It observed that the CRTDs forthe small manhole at normalised time did not fully collapse into a single profile(Fig 5.26(a)), whereas there is a more concise grouping at the actual time asshown in Fig. 5. 26(b). The time was normalised using the entire volume withinthe manhole, whereas because of the short distance between the inlet and outletthe pipe, the tracer went though as a jet towards the outlet pipe with littlemixing occurring vertical. It can then be suggested that normalising with thepipe volume might produce a single profile. The fitting of the Taylor’s dispersionmodel to the CRTDs further confirms this suggestion.
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For all large manhole surcharge CRTD curves, the mass fraction short-circuted(point at which there is a change in slope of curve) was observed along with thenormalised time at which they occur. Fig. 5.27 shows a plot of these values. Itwas observed that at very low surcharge (s/Lm =0.01), the values are high whileat low surcharge ratios before the threshold (s/Lm <0.24), the values of massfraction as well as normalised time were approximately 0.4. However as thesurcharge ratio increased beyond the threshold (s/Lm >0.24), the mass fractionshort-circuted increased while the normalised time at which the short-circutingoccurred decreased.
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(a) 0 < s/Lm ≤ 0.24, large manhole pre‐threshold 
(b) 0.24 < s/Lm < 0.39, large manhole post-threshold
(c) s/Lm > 0.39, large manhole post-thresholdFigure 5.25: Comparison of Large Manhole Result with Models
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(a) Small manhole data with Stovin and Taylor’s model
(b) Small manhole data at actual timeFigure 5.26: Small Manhole Results
Figure 5.27: Relationship between surcharge ratio and short circuiting
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5.2 Manhole Overflow Study5.2.1 Description of ExperimentThe overflow experiment required a modification at the top of the manhole. Aweir was fitted around the top of the manhole (Surcharge height = 730 mm) toallow the water to overflow steadily into a stilling basin. The stilling basin wasmade of perplex glass and had dimension of 570 mm by 500 mm. It is 115 mmdeep and collects the overflowing water. The basin is fitted with a trough whichconveys the water into the sump for recirculation. A fluorometer is placedinside the trough to record the fluorescence corresponding to the dyeconcentration at the overflow. The fluorometer is of the same specification andsettings as those used along the pipe. The overflow experiment was carried outfor three flow rates (0.71 l/s, 1.17 l/s, 1.64 l/s) for both the large and the smallmanhole. Several combinations of tracer concentration and tracer injection timewere carried out. A low concentration of rhodamine WT was injected forduration of 90 seconds and each repeat experiment was carried out for fifteenminutes. The concentration of tracer and the duration of injection used waschosen because they resulted in a good comparison of concentration profile atall measuring point i.e. upstream, overflow and downstream. Two differentoverflow scenarios were investigated, which is described as one (1) exit andtwo (2) exits. The first scenario corresponded to when the exit of the pipebecomes blocked and the only exit for the flow is the top of the manhole (Fig.5.28a). The second scenario is when there is an overflow in combination with apipe exit (Fig. 5.28b). The downstream end of the pipe is fixed in size, thereforean increase in flow rates results in a considerable increase in the flow towards
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the overflow for the two exit scenario. The flow split for the 2 Exit scenario isshown in Table 5.6 and the analysis of the measured data is presented in theensuing sections.
(a) Scenario 1: 1 Exit (b) Scenario 2: 2 ExitsFigure 5.28: Schematic of flow directions for the two overflow scenarios
Table 5.6: Measured outlet flowrates for overflow experiment
2 EXITS Size Large Manhole Small ManholeQin (l/s) Qout (l/s) Qoverflow (l/s) Qout (l/s) Qoverflow (l/s)0.71 0.440 0.256 0.49 0.2161.17 0.457 0.664 0.67 0.5071.64 0.457 1.180 0.589 1.051
5.2.2 Analysis of Measured Data
5.2.2.1 Comparison of Repeat TraceThe overflow experiment was repeated five times for each of the three flow rate(0.71 l/s, 1.17 l/s, 1.64 l/s). Fig. 5.29 -5.30 shows samples of these repeats. Itwas noticed that all the experiments were repeatable with only slight deviationsnoticed. Measurements were taken over a fifteen (15) minute period to ensurethat the tracer data measurement is a good representation of the systemresponse. Due to the long duration of dye injection, the upstream trace does not
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exhibit the Gaussian distribution expected for a pipe. It was however similar tothe profile obtained in a range of simple rectangular on-line storage tanksexamined by Guymer et al. (2002). On the other hand, the small manholedownstream concentration profiles were similar to Gaussian.
For both one exit and two exit scenarios, overflow peak concentrations for thelarge manhole ranged between 30%-60% of the inflow peak concentration,increasing as flow rate increases. Measured overflow data profile (Fig. 5.29a-b)shows that the peak tracer concentration in comparison to the upstream peakconcentration has been attenuated as it travels between the two measuringpoints. On the other hand, the small manhole had little attenuation occurring toits peak concentration (Fig. 5.30).
For the two exit experiment, the concentration split was corresponding to theflow split between the two exits. The flow split however exhibited an almostconstant flow value going through at the downstream outlet, such that theincrease in flow rate had more effect at the overflow outlet. This implies that atlower flow rates more mixing occur and particle mass flux is lower. When twoexits flow occurs at 0.71 l/s, the percentage of flow and consequently the fluxtowards the overflow is low, resulting in an arbitrary flow. The resultant effectof the attenuation is that when an overflow occurs through a manhole of similardimensions of manhole length to pipe diameter ratio, mixing within themanhole would prevent the same peak concentration of incoming wastewaterfrom overflowing to the surrounding environment.
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(a) Upstream to Overflow at 0.71 l/s for 1 Exit
(b) Upstream to Overflow at 1.17 l/s for 2 Exits
(c) Upstream to Downstream at 1.64 l/s for 2 ExitsFigure 5.29: Sample overfl overflow concentration Profile for large manhole
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(a) Upstream to Overflow at 0.71 l/s for 1 Exit
(b) Upstream to Overflow at 1.17 l/s for 2 Exits
(c) Upstream to Downstream at 1.64 l/s for 2 ExitsFigure 5.30: Sample overflow concentration Profile for small manhole
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a) Total mass balance for one exits scenario
b) Mass balance split in two exit scenarioFigure 5.31: Mass balance values for overflow in large manhole
5.2.2.2 Mass BalanceFigure 5.31 shows the total mass balance values of the overflow measurementfor both the one and two exits flow scenarios for the large manhole and Fig.5.32 for the small manhole. It is observed that the higher values were obtainedat higher flow rates with less deviation among the five repeats especially for oneexit data. The distribution of the tracer recovered at the overflow anddownstream end of the two exit flow is shown in Fig. 5.31(b). The higher theflow rate, the higher the flow split towards the overflow, bearing with it more of
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the tracer. Figure 5.31, shows discrepancy between the five repeats at 0.71 l/s,this can be as a result of the low flux towards the overflow at this flow rate.
The small manhole however showed a more consistent mass recovery in bothdirections for the two exit flow (Fig. 5.32b). The overflow concentration massincreasing as flow rate increases. Comparing both sizes of manhole, the averageoverflow mass recovery for each flow rate are repeatable but a significantdifference exists between the downstream mass recoveries. This is due to thelength of the pipe has more dye passes straight downstream in the smallmanhole than the large manhole.
a) Total mass balance for one and two exits scenario
b) Mass balance split in two exit scenarioFigure 5.32: Mass balance values for overflow in small manhole
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(a) Travel time values for overflow in large manhole
(b) Travel time values for overflow in small manholeFigure 5.33: Travel time values for overflow in large and small manholes
5.2.2.3 Travel TimeThe travel time for both manholes is shown in Fig. 5.33. The travel timedecreased with flow rate. When the flow is split, the tracer takes more timebefore reaching the overflow which is as a result of the reduced flux in thatdirection. For both manholes however, a similar sequence of the one exit flowhaving the highest travel time and the two exits flow having the lowest traveltime was evident.
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5.2.3 Deconvolution
5.2.3.1 Overflow and Downstream Concentration Profile PredictionsDownstream responses for the measured laboratory data were evaluated usingthe deconvolution tool by Sonnenwald et al. (2015) to derive RTDs and CRTDsfrom the observed laboratory temporal concentration profile. The predictedlaboratory trace was compared to the measured downstream using ܴ௧ଶ (Younget al., 1980). The values of Rt2 obtained are shown in Table 5.7 while the bestand worst predictions are shown in Fig. 5.34 and Fig. 5.35 for the large andsmall manhole respectively. The best prediction was 0.9996 at 1.64 l/s for thelarge manhole 1 Exit scenario, while the worst was 0.9944 at 1.64 l/s for the 2Exit scenario. For the small manhole, the best prediction occurred at 0.71 l/s 1Exit with a goodness of fit value of 0.999 while the worst prediction was at 1.17l/s with a value of 0.9052. The latter seems to be as a result of poor raw datacollection. Overall, the deconvolution tool was able to adequately predict boththe overflow and downstream concentration profile.
Table 5.7: Goodness of fit of overflow predictions
Large Manhole 1 Exit 2 Exits
Q(l/s) 0.71 1.17 1.64 0.71 1.17 1.64
Trial 1 0.9992 0.9995 0.9965 0.9709 0.9981 0.9993
Trial 2 0.9993 0.9995 0.9992 0.9976 0.9993 0.9944
Trial 3 0.9993 0.9995 0.9996 0.9976 0.9994 0.9984
Trial 4 0.9991 0.9992 0.9996 0.9903 0.9634 0.9993
Trial 5 0.9988 0.8077 0.9965 0.9903 0.9993 0.9993
Average 0.9991 0.9611 0.9983 0.8693 0.9919 0.9981
Small Manhole 1 Exit 2 Exits
Q(l/s) 0.71 1.17 1.64 0.71 1.17 1.64
Trial 1 0.9996 0.9998 0.9996 0.9988 0.9998 0.9998
Trial 2 0.9934 0.9998 0.9997 0.9995 0.9994 0.9988
Trial 3 0.9985 0.9998 0.9993 0.9952 0.9052 0.9997
Trial 4 0.9999 0.9997 0.9997 0.9618 0.9959 0.9995
Trial 5 0.9943 0.9998 0.9996 0.9265 0.9976 0.9314
Average 0.9971 0.9998 0.9996 0.9764 0.9796 0.9858
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(a) Worst Prediction at 1.64 l/s 1 Exit, Rt2 =0.9944
(b) Best prediction at 1.64 l/s 1 Exit, Rt2 = 0.9996
Figure 5.34: Sample predictions from large manhole overflow
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(a) Worst Prediction at 1.17 l/s 2 Exits, Rt2 = 0.9052
(b) Best prediction at 0.71 l/s 1Exit, Rt2 =0.999Figure 5.35: Sample predictions from small manhole overflow
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5.2.3.2 Cumulative Residence Time DistributionFive repeats of each experiment were carried out for both manholes resulting ina total of 60 experiments. Sample plots for each scenario showing the ResidenceTime Distributions (RTD) and its corresponding Cumulative Residence TimeDistributions (CRTD) at 1.17 l/s for large and small manhole is shown in Fig.5.36 and Fig. 5.37 respectively. The Figures shows the repeatability of theprocess. Shape of overflow CRTD in both one exit (Fig. 5.36a) and two exit (Fig.5.36b) experiment is similar to pre threshold CRTD observed in previousstudies and is characterised by good mixing while the shape of the CRTD in theoutlet pipe for two exit flow as shown in Fig. 5.36(c) is similar to post thresholdCRTD in surcharged manhole characterised by straight through flow. A similarflow pattern was recorded, as described in Section 5.1.5 of this study for postthreshold manholes. Here, the curves rise steeply initially before changingslope giving an indication that short-circuiting occurs. It is observed that for thetwo scenarios while considering the three flow rates, the shape of the upstreamprofile, downstream profile and CRTD are similar, suggesting that the mixingcharacteristics in an overflowing manhole has more dependence on the shapeand size of the manhole than the flow rate (Fig. 5.36).
The time was normalised by multiplying the actual time by the flow rate anddividing it by the volume of water between the measuring points. For each fiverepeats, mean CRTDs were generated by averaging all the individual CRTDs atthe actual and normalised time for a specific configuration. Figure 5.38 and 5.39show the mean CRTDs for both one exit and two exit overflows for all three flow
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rates. It was observed that the CRTDs produced smooth curves. At Normalisedtime, the individual curves collapse onto a similar curve that can be used todescribe the mixing process occurring during the flow.
For the large manhole, the shape of overflow CRTD in both one exit and two exitexperiment is indicative of a completely mixed flow which has been observed infundamental mixing regimes after Danckwerts (1953), Fig. 2.7. However, for thesame manhole, at 0.71 l/s 2 Exits flow, the CRTD shape is indicative of deadwater. After the split in the flow between the downstream and the overflow atthis flow rate, there is low flux towards the overflow. On the other hand, for thesmall manhole overflow at normalised time, all CRTDs collapsed into anindividual curve. The shape of the CRTDs shows a “piston flow” with somelongitudinal mixing occurring equivalent to pipe flow.
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(a) 1 Exit overflow
(b) 2 Exit Overflow
(c) 2 Exit downstreamFigure 5.36: Repeat RTD and CRTD large manhole overflow, Q =1.17 l/s
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(a) 1 Exit overflow
(b) 2 Exit overflow
(c) 2 Exit downstream
Figure 5.37: Repeat RTD and CRTD small manhole overflow, Q = 1.17 l/s
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Figure 5.38: Compilation of average curves for overflow large manhole
Figure 5.39: Compilation of average curves for overflow small manhole
Table 5.8: T50 Travel time for overflow manhole
Large Manhole Small Manhole
Q x 10-3 (m3/s) 1 Exit 2 Exits 1 Exit 2 Exits
t50 (s) t50n (-) t50 (s) t50n (-) t50 (s) t50n (-) t50 (s) t50n (-)
0.71 134 0.8 166 0.4 40 1.1 80 0.8
1.17 116 1.1 128 0.7 28 1.1 50 1.1
1.64 68 0.9 84 0.7 22 1.1 30 1.1
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5.2.3.3 Travel TimeThe ݐହ଴ travel time of the overflow data decreased as flow rates increased forboth the 1Exit and the 2 Exit scenario although the values were higher for thelatter (Table 5.8). For the large manhole overflow, at normalised time, the t50values for the 1 Exit scenario ranged between 0.95 ± 0.16 while for the two exitscenario, the same value was obtained for 1.17 l/s and 1.64 l/s.
The small manhole on the other hand had the same normalised t50 value of 1.1across both scenarios except for 0.71 l/s. This further reinforces the suggestionthat the overflow within the small manhole is similar to the flow within a pipe,since there is very little difference in the volume of water within the measuringvolume as the flow rate increased. The lower value of the normalised t50 traveltime for 0.71 l/s at the 2 Exits scenario for both large and small manholeoverflow can be attributed to the low flux occurring towards the overflow exit.
5.2.3.4 Modelling of Overflow CRTDGuymer and Stovin (2011), proposed a model of two dimensionless CRTDs, onefor pre-threshold and the other for post-threshold surcharge depths todemonstrate the solute transport characteristics of a surcharged manhole withstraight-through inflow and outlet pipes over a range of flow rates andsurcharge depths. A superposition of the proposed model on the results fromthe large manhole of this study is shown in Fig. 5.40a. It is observed that forboth scenarios and three flow rates each, the overflow CRTD was comparable tothe 1D model for pre threshold mixing suggested by (Guymer and Stovin
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(2011)). The overflow result agrees with the pre-threshold model althoughthere is a deviation between the 0 and 70th percentile. The slight deviationaround the model could be as a result of a difference in shape since the modelwas based on a circular manhole, more research is needed to verify this. Analternative Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) model was introduced(Bennett, 2012). This model fitted better with the CRTDs from the largemanhole as shown in Fig. 5.40b, confirming that the flow from the overflow wasfully mixed. It can be obtained using
ܯܨ = 1 − ݁ି௧/(௏|ொ)Where MF = mass fraction (-), t = time(s), v = volume (m3) and Q = flow rate(m3/s)
For the small manhole, CRTDs were produced using the CSTR and Taylor’sdispersion model (eqn. 2.14) as shown in Fig. 5.40b. It was observed that theCSTR model does not fit the data however the Taylor’s dispersion model slightlyfits the CRTDs obtained by the deconvolution method. The difference betweenthe Taylor’s dispersion model profile and the CRTDs may be as a result of theexpansion in diameter from the pipe to the length of the manhole, Øp : Lm = 1:3.The CRTDs summed up to 1 at normalised time, tn = 4.0, which is approximately3 times the time taken by the Taylors dispersion model at tn = 1.37.
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(a) Large manhole overflow CRTDs with CSRT and pre thresholdmodel
(b) Small manhole overflow CRTDs with existing models
Figure 5.40: Modelling of overflow data
5.3 SummaryThe manhole laboratory study was divided into two parts to investigate themixing and hydraulic properties of (i) a surcharged square manhole and (ii) an
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overflowing square manhole. For the two parts, a comparison in size of manholebetween a large and small manhole was carried out.
Both the large and small surcharged manhole had hydraulic behaviours similarto those observed in surcharged circular manholes. For the large manhole, theenergy loss coefficient increased as surcharge increased until s/Lm = 0.2. Analmost constant value was obtained afterwards as surcharge increased. Thesame pattern was noticed for the measured travel time as well as thenormalised travel time. CRTDs were obtained by method of deconvolution andthis suggests that at low surcharge depths mixing was more prevalent while athigh surcharge depths, short-circuiting was more prevalent. For the surchargedsmall manhole the same hydraulic pattern occurred across the range ofsurcharge investigated.
There was evidence of a threshold level where a difference in flow and mixingpatterns between low and high surcharge depths occurs, in the large manhole ats/Lm = 0.24, whereas none was evident in the small manhole.
Overflow studies in the large manhole showed that complete mixing occurred.For this experiment, the peak concentration at the overflow was howeverattenuated to about 30% of the upstream peak concentration. The CSRT modelwas able to predict the mixing properties of the overflow. A different propertywas however observed in the small overflow manhole. CRTDs suggest a pistonflow occurring between the upstream and the overflow. There was lessattenuation of the peak concentration and little mixing occurring.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work6.1 ConclusionsThe aim of this study is to describe the transportation and mixing of solutepollutants through urban drainage systems and the effects of structures such asa square manhole. Flow through a pipe with and without orifice plate insertionwas considered. This was to investigate the effect of the orifice plate onhydraulic properties such as headloss and dispersion coefficient while seekingto establish a relationship between the two properties. The change in area effectcaused by the presence of the orifice plate has similarities to studies in amanhole which similarly creates a change in area e.g. drop in hydraulic gradeline.
Studies were carried out on two square manholes referred to as large (388 mmx 388 mm x 700 mm) and small (150 mm x 150 mm x 700 mm). The hydraulicfield and behaviour of the flow through surcharged square manholes werestudied and compared in terms of surcharge level, manhole size as well as incomparison to circular manhole. Overflow conditions were also considered inboth manholes. Here the change in concentration, flow pattern and effect ofchange in size was considered.
The study was carried with different flow rates under steady conditions. Asummary of the conclusions from this study is listed below.
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Pipe Study
1) The experimental results were a good representation of theoreticalpredictions for dispersion coefficient and headloss for both ‘no orifice’and ‘orifice inserted’ flow.2) The presence of the orifice plate (35 mm Ø and 25 mm Ø) resulted in anincrease in dispersion coefficient as well as headloss.3) However, the mean travel time along the length of pipe was not affectedby the presence of the orifice plate (Diameter: Length = 1:88.6).4) It was established that the relationship between dispersion coefficientand headloss across the length of a pipe with or without an orifice plateis directly related and can be obtained from the equation 4.11 whichincluded the introduction of a new parameter.5) A relationship between the additional dispersion coefficient and theadditional headloss due to the orifice plate was established.
Manhole Study
1) For a large surcharged manhole, there is an initial increase in the energyloss coefficient as surcharge increases, for s/Lm < 0.258 (s/Dp < 2), after
s/Lm > 0.258 (s/Dp > 2) a significant drop in the energy loss coefficientoccurs with the values becoming almost constant across all flow ratesconsidered. This was however different from the energy loss coefficientfrom the small surcharged manhole which had an almost linear trend.
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The same pattern of energy loss coefficient increase and subsequentdecrease with almost constant values were also observed for circularmanholes by, Lau (2007), Arao et al. (2011), and Jones (2011).2) The results from this present study show that for a square manhole, theheadloss coefficient can be predicted theoretically and falls within theranges proposed by other authors.3) The flow field within a large surcharged manhole is different from thatobserved within a small surcharged manhole as surcharge increases. Thejet within the latter is centralised and goes straight through the manhole,while for the former this only occurs at high surcharge. Low surchargeflow field in the large manhole was characterised by mixing when theflow deviates from the central core as swirls in either direction.4) RTDs, and subsequently CRTDs, were produced by using a deconvolutiontechnique. Downstream predictions from the method of deconvolution ofthe measured data produced excellent goodness of fit. At normalisedtime the CRTDs across the manhole separate into two distinct groupswhile some of the CRTDs remained in between. The CRTDs lyingbetween behaves partly like both classifications of low and highsurcharges with a greater leaning towards the high surcharge CRTDs.5) At normalised time, the t50 values from the large manhole began to closeup across flow rate between a surcharge ratio of 0.24 and 0.40, afterwhich the same value was recorded irrespective of flow rate. The changein values noticed from the headloss, mass balance, travel time and the
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CRTDs suggests there exists a threshold level in large square manholes(i.e. Lm/Dp = 7.76) and that this threshold level occurs at 0.24Lm.6) A different mechanism however occurs within the small manhole. TheCRTDs both at actual and normalised time do not exhibit a significantchange in shape as surcharge increased. T50 travel times across the smallmanhole were almost constant with each flow rate as surchargeincreased, although they reduced slightly with increase in flow rate. Inline with previous research, no threshold exists in a small manholes andthis was confirmed for the square manhole.7) Measured overflow data profile shows that the peak tracer concentrationin comparison to the upstream peak concentration has been attenuatedas it travels between the two measuring points. Overflow peakconcentration for the large manhole studied ranged between 30%-60%of the inflow peak concentration, increasing as flow rate increases. Onthe other hand, the small manhole had little attenuation occurring to itspeak concentration. For the two exit experiment, the concentration splitcorresponded to the flow split between the two exits.8) The shape of overflow CRTD in the large manhole in both one exit andtwo exit experiment is similar to pre threshold CRTD observed insurcharged manhole while the shape of the CRTD in the outlet pipe fortwo exit flow is similar to post threshold CRTD in surcharged manholes.For the large manhole, the shape of overflow CRTD in both one exit andtwo exit experiment is indicative of a completely mixed flow, while that
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of the small manhole suggests a piston flow with some longitudinalmixing occurring.9) An attempt was made to model the CRTDs obtained from this study. Atime based model was fitted to the CRTDs from the surcharged largemanhole while a CSTR model as well as the 1D model proposed byGuymer and Stovin (2011) was fitted to the overflow large manholeCRTD. The surcharged and Overflow CRTD for the small manhole doesnot fit previous predictions for manholes but could be modelled usingTaylor’s dispersion equation.
6.2 Future WorkThe following are recommendations for future studies;
1. Develop an analytical method to verify relationship between dispersioncoefficient and headloss.2. Study of flow characteristics and trends due to time varying flows in squareManholes.3. CFD studies of flow within square manholes in comparison with thislaboratory study.4. Investigating overflow studies at different manhole heights to establish theeffect of manhole height on mixing properties of overflows.5. Investigating headloss changes as overflows occurs in manholes.
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Appendix A
This section shows the visualization results for the large and small manhole at flow rates of 0.71 l/s and 1.64 l/s.
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Figure A.0.1: Flow pattern for 0.71 l/s, large manhole at different surcharge levels
s = 72 mm s = 145 mm s = 340 mmSide Plan Side Plan Side Plan
1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 5 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
5 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 5 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 10 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
10 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 10 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 20 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
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Figure A.0.2: Flow pattern for 1.64 l/s, large manhole at different surcharge levels
s = 108 mm s = 142 mm s = 290 mmSide Plan Side Plan Side Plan
1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 4 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
5 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 5 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 8 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
10 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 10 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 12 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
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Figure A.0.3: Flow pattern for 0.71 l/s, small manhole at different surcharge levels
s = 60 mm s = 150 mm s = 240 mmSide Plan Side Plan Side Plan
1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
2 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 2 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 2 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
5 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 6 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 7 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
203Figure A.0.4: Flow pattern for 1.64 l/s, small manhole at different surcharge levels
s = 85 mm s = 150 mm s = 210 mmSide Plan Side Plan Side Plan
1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 1 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
2 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 2 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 2 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 3 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
5 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 5 s after first arrival of dye in manhole 5 s after first arrival of dye in manhole
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Appendix B
(a) Surcharge 25 mm
(b) Surcharge 95 mm
(c) Surcharge 330 mmFigure B.0.1: Comparison of repeat traces measured at 0.71 l/s for large manhole
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(a) Surcharge 32 mm
(b) Surcharge 92 mm
(c) Surcharge 335 mmFigure B.0.2: Comparison of repeat traces measured at 1.17 l/s for large manhole
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(a) Surcharge 58 mm
(b) Surcharge 100 mm
(c) Surcharge 300 mmFigure B.0.3: Comparison of repeat traces measured at 1.64 l/s for large manhole
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(a) Surcharge 15 mm
(b) Surcharge 77 mm
(c) Surcharge 230 mmFigure B.0.4: Comparison of repeat traces measured at 0.71 l/s for small manhole
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(a) Surcharge 17 mm
(b) Surcharge 70 mm
(c) Surcharge 240 mmFigure B.0.5: Comparison of repeat traces measured at 1.17 l/s for small manhole
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(a) Surcharge 45 mm
(b) Surcharge 66 mm
(c) Surcharge 228 mmFigure B.0.6: Comparison of repeat traces measured at 1.64 l/s for small manhole
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(a) 0.71 l/s
(b) 1.17 l/s
(c) 1.64 l/s Figure B.0.7: Compiled CRTDs for large manhole
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(a) 0.71 l/s
(b) 1.17 l/s
(c) 1.64 l/s Figure B.0.8: Compiled CRTD for small manhole
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Appendix C
Table C.0.1: Percentile travel times for surcharged large manhole across tworeaches
Reach 1 Actual Time Normalised Time Reach 2 Actual Time Normalised Time
0.6 l/s s/Lm t10 t50 t90 t10 t50 t90 0.6 l/s s/Lm t10 t50 t90 t10 t50 t90
0.01 3.82 5.15 36.48 0.26 0.35 2.51 0.01 8.15 9.82 43.15 0.44 0.53 2.31
0.06 4.15 9.82 45.82 0.22 0.52 2.44 0.06 9.15 15.48 50.15 0.40 0.68 2.19
0.13 4.48 13.15 52.15 0.19 0.55 2.17 0.13 9.15 18.15 57.82 0.32 0.64 2.05
0.15 4.48 15.15 55.48 0.17 0.58 2.12 0.15 9.15 20.15 60.82 0.30 0.66 2.01
0.18 4.15 19.15 72.15 0.15 0.68 2.55 0.18 9.15 24.82 73.15 0.28 0.76 2.25
0.24 3.48 5.48 59.48 0.10 0.16 1.77 0.24 8.48 10.15 66.15 0.22 0.27 1.75
0.28 3.82 5.15 43.48 0.10 0.14 1.18 0.28 8.48 9.82 47.15 0.21 0.24 1.15
0.43 3.82 4.48 5.48 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.43 8.15 9.48 11.82 0.15 0.18 0.22
0.54 3.82 4.82 5.48 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.54 8.48 9.48 10.48 0.14 0.15 0.17
0.67 3.82 4.82 5.82 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.67 8.82 9.48 10.48 0.12 0.13 0.14
0.85 3.82 4.82 5.82 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.85 8.82 9.82 11.15 0.10 0.11 0.13
Actual Time Normalised Time Actual Time Normalised Time
1.0 l/s s/Lm t10 t50 t90 t10 t50 t90 1.0 l/s s/Lm t10 t50 t90 t10 t50 t90
0.08 2.82 8.82 29.48 0.23 0.72 2.40 0.08 5.82 11.82 32.15 0.39 0.80 2.17
0.10 2.82 9.15 30.15 0.21 0.69 2.26 0.10 5.82 12.15 33.82 0.37 0.77 2.14
0.13 2.82 10.15 36.82 0.19 0.70 2.52 0.13 5.82 13.48 44.48 0.34 0.79 2.60
0.17 2.48 11.48 48.15 0.15 0.68 2.87 0.17 5.48 13.82 42.82 0.28 0.72 2.22
0.20 2.48 4.15 46.15 0.14 0.23 2.54 0.20 5.48 7.48 48.15 0.26 0.36 2.32
0.24 2.15 3.48 48.15 0.11 0.17 2.41 0.24 5.15 6.15 53.48 0.23 0.27 2.37
0.31 2.15 3.48 71.82 0.09 0.15 3.04 0.31 5.15 6.15 51.15 0.20 0.24 1.96
0.39 2.15 3.15 41.48 0.08 0.11 1.51 0.39 5.15 6.15 48.48 0.17 0.21 1.62
0.53 2.15 2.82 3.15 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.53 5.15 5.82 16.48 0.14 0.16 0.44
0.64 2.15 2.82 3.48 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.64 5.15 6.15 73.15 0.12 0.14 1.71
0.86 2.15 2.82 3.48 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.86 4.82 5.82 6.82 0.09 0.11 0.13
Actual Time Normalised Time Actual Time Normalised Time
1.4 l/s s/Lm t10 t50 t90 t10 t50 t90 1.4 l/s s/Lm t10 t50 t90 t10 t50 t90
0.15 1.82 7.48 31.15 0.16 0.67 2.79 0.15 3.82 8.82 30.48 0.29 0.68 2.35
0.17 1.82 8.15 30.15 0.15 0.69 2.56 0.17 4.15 9.48 30.15 0.31 0.70 2.22
0.19 1.82 8.48 31.48 0.15 0.68 2.53 0.19 4.15 10.82 33.48 0.29 0.76 2.35
0.21 2.15 10.48 37.48 0.16 0.80 2.85 0.21 4.15 12.48 37.48 0.28 0.83 2.50
0.23 1.82 7.15 39.48 0.13 0.51 2.80 0.23 4.15 8.48 40.82 0.26 0.53 2.57
0.26 1.82 3.15 37.82 0.12 0.21 2.52 0.26 3.82 5.82 39.82 0.23 0.35 2.37
0.36 1.48 2.15 29.48 0.08 0.12 1.58 0.36 3.82 4.48 42.15 0.19 0.22 2.06
0.50 1.48 2.48 35.15 0.06 0.11 1.49 0.50 3.48 4.48 24.15 0.11 0.15 0.79
0.64 1.48 2.48 49.82 0.05 0.09 1.73 0.64 3.48 4.15 20.15 0.11 0.14 0.66
0.77 1.48 2.15 19.82 0.04 0.06 0.59 0.77 3.48 4.48 31.15 0.10 0.13 0.89
1.03 1.48 2.15 34.48 0.03 0.05 0.81 1.03 3.48 4.15 5.48 0.08 0.09 0.12
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Table C.0.2: Modelling Surcharge CRTDs
Time based Averaging
Normalised
Time Low Intermediate High
0.0 0.000 0.001 0.007
0.1 0.013 0.125 0.803
0.2 0.162 0.597 0.948
0.3 0.318 0.698 0.951
0.4 0.404 0.710 0.953
0.5 0.452 0.725 0.955
0.6 0.492 0.741 0.958
0.7 0.535 0.757 0.961
0.8 0.575 0.772 0.964
0.9 0.611 0.787 0.966
1.0 0.643 0.801 0.969
1.1 0.674 0.815 0.972
1.2 0.702 0.828 0.974
1.3 0.728 0.841 0.976
1.4 0.752 0.853 0.979
1.5 0.774 0.865 0.981
1.6 0.794 0.876 0.983
1.7 0.813 0.887 0.985
1.8 0.829 0.897 0.986
1.9 0.845 0.907 0.988
2.0 0.860 0.916 0.989
2.1 0.872 0.925 0.990
2.2 0.885 0.933 0.991
2.3 0.896 0.940 0.993
2.4 0.906 0.947 0.994
2.5 0.916 0.954 0.995
2.6 0.925 0.959 0.995
2.7 0.933 0.964 0.996
2.8 0.941 0.969 0.997
2.9 0.948 0.973 0.998
3.0 0.955 0.976 0.998
3.1 0.961 0.980 0.999
3.2 0.966 0.982 0.999
3.3 0.971 0.985 0.999
3.4 0.975 0.987 1.000
3.5 0.979 0.989 1.000
Time based Averaging
Normalised
Time Low Intermediate High
3.6 0.982 0.990 1.000
3.7 0.985 0.992 1.000
3.8 0.988 0.993 1.000
3.9 0.990 0.994 1.000
4.0 0.992 0.995 1.000
4.1 0.993 0.995 1.000
4.2 0.995 0.996 1.000
4.3 0.995 0.997 1.000
4.4 0.996 0.997 1.000
4.5 0.997 0.998 1.000
4.6 0.998 0.998 1.000
4.7 0.998 0.998 1.000
4.8 0.999 0.999 1.000
4.9 0.999 0.999 1.000
5.0 0.999 0.999 1.000
Percentile Based Modelling
Normalised Time
CRTD Low inter High
0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.1 0.242 0.152 0.085
0.2 0.275 0.166 0.093
0.3 0.313 0.178 0.096
0.4 0.430 0.188 0.101
0.5 0.656 0.204 0.105
0.6 0.914 0.272 0.108
0.7 1.237 0.550 0.114
0.8 1.682 1.049 0.166
0.9 2.405 1.950 0.484
1.0 4.497 3.968 1.420
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